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Pacific
gas leak
affects
local plan

Eastern waits
on legislature
■ Faculty raise,
other issues hinge
on budget debate
By Joe Castle
Managing editor

- University administrators are playing the waiting game as they hold out
for a budget agreement between the
state House and Senate.
The state legislature added an extra
day to its schedule this week, deciding
to go home today rather than yesterday
as planned, in order to give themselves
some extra lime to iron out the budget
problems. To offset the extension, the
body will meet for one day rather than
two next month to consider overriding
any vetoes from Gov. Brereton Jones.

The budget debate holds the key to
a salary increase for Eastern's faculty
and staff, director of planning and budget Jim dark said. _^^__^^^_
"We're trying
some numbers,
buteveryone in the
state is right now,"
Clark said. "We
don't have anything concrete yet,
and we can't make
an announcement until we're 100 percent sure of the state budget."
Despite rumors on campus about
possible percentages for the raise, Clark
said no decision has been made and
won't be made until President Hanly
Funderburk addresses the Board of
Regents next month.

By Angie Hatton
News editor

Assembly

SEE BUDGET PAGE A6

Women to get 5
more scholarships
■ Committee
moves to meet
OCR requirements
By Don Perry
Assistant news editor

Women's sports will get five new
scholarships next year in a proposal
set forth by the university athletic
committee last Friday.
To meet the gender equity requirements set forth by the Office of Civil
Rights, the realignment would lake
five scholarships from men's sports
and give them to women's sports
The proposal comes after Eastern
President Hanly Funderburk directed
the athletic committee at a Jan. 25
meeting to make proposals that would
help the university reach a 60-40

gender equity ratio.
According to Robert Baugh, chairman of the athletic committee.
Eastern's athletics were operating
under a 68-32 male to female ratio,
but will be at a 65-35 ratio next year
with the increase in women's scholarships.
However, this ratio still does not
meet the standards requested by
Funderburk.
Assistant athletic director Martha
Mullins said Baugh distributed a 6040 ratio plan at the athletic committee
meeting, but the committee would
only propose the 65-35 plan at this
time because they did not want to
move that quickly.
Athletic director Roy Kidd said
Funderburk asked the athletic committee to develop a 60-40 plan as a

Progress/BRETT DUNLAP

Mandolin player Gene Johnson, left, and guitarist Marty Roe, members of Diamond Rio, get
Into a crowd-pleasing, boot-stomping song at the concert last Thursday in McBrayer Arena.

SEE COMMITTEE PAGE A6

An incident last week at the
Johnston Atoll chemical weapons incinerator in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean united Madison County activists with visitors from Russia, both of
which are fighting similar incinerators in their communities.
The Johnston Island facility,
Icoated 700 miles southwest of Hawaii, had a leak Friday during a routine shutdown for
maintenance that
exceeded by10
times the Environmental Protection Agency's
standards for
emissions.
Craig Williams, director of the Kentucky Environmental Foundation, said it's not
possible yet to gauge the environmental and health danger created by this
leak since the island it is located on is
only half a mile wide, and all the gas
immediately drifted out over the
ocean.
The occasional leaks at Madison
County's Bluegrass Army Depot do
not even compare with this leak because they are always contained before the gas actually escapes into the
atmosphere.
"From no w on, they can never agai n
say they have operated within EPA
limits," Williams said. "This just underscores again the problems with an
open-ended system. In a closed-loop
system, the gas would never have
entered the atmosphere.''
This leak can have considerable
repercussions in Madison County because the Browder's Amendment to
the Constitution requires that the
SEE NERVE GAS PAGE AS

Player violates campus weapons policy Take warning signs
■ Woods faces possible
sanctions from
disciplinary board

John Keough Memorial Fund
A memorial fund has been established in Keough's name at the
NationsBank in Florida. Contributions
can be sent to them at 1700 66th St.
N., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710.

By Amy Etmans
Editor
On March 5, Joel Woods tost a good friend. He
lost his football teammate, John Keough, 21, to a
single gunshot wound from a .38 caliber Colt
revolver. And today, since the
revolver belonged to him.
Woods now faces possible expulsion, probation, eviction or
suspension from the universi ty.
"The wailing is the worst
part." Woods said. "Once it's
over, let it be over."
The night of Keough's
death, Keough, after leaving a Woods
bar in downtown Richmond,
got the keys to Woods' O'Donnell Hall room and
shot himself with Woods' gun as four of his teammates watched. Madison County Coroner Embry
Curry ruled the death a suicide, and the toxicology

Final exam
schedule
updated
Progress staff report
The great ice storm of 1994 left
confusion on campus about several
different matters. The final exam
schedule at right, at least, is finally
confusion-free after several revisions
by the office of academic affairs.
This schedule should be the
complete version, but students
should check with each instructor.
They should note also that due to the
shortened final exam period, more
exams per day might be expected.
If a student has more than three
exams inaday. he or she may request,
through his or her dean, that those in
excess of three be rescheduled.

report found that Keough had no drugs or steroids
in his system and very little alcohol. His blood
alcohol content was 0.032.
Woods now is wondering what will happen to
him when he appears before the disciplinary board
in April to face charges of possessing a firearm on
campus.
According to the university handbook, having
a firearm on campus is a violation of university
regulations. Such violations are usually referred to
the student disciplinary board.
Now John's family are doing everything they
can to make sure Woods doesn't have to face any
sanctions from the university. The Keough family
sent Coach Roy Kidd and President Hanly
Funderburk a letter stating that Joel should not be

punished for possessing the gun on campus.
"There is no reason to punish Joel," said John's
mother, Mary Keough. "He has suffered enough.
The grief we feel already would be doubled if Joel
were to suffer any more for this."
Woods, a junior police administration student
from Pineville, admitted the revolver belonged to
him, and the only reason he had it on campus was
because he was a pan-time sherif Fs deputy in Bell
County.
"He is a police officer," Mary Keough said.
"He carries a weapon, and he has to have a place to
keep it. He didn't keep it in his car because it could
get broken into. He kept it in his room because that
is where he lives."
Woods said, although he didn't want to elaborate on the conversations he has had with the
disciplinary board, he knows about the possible
sanctions he faces.
"I'm sure they have to do what they do,"
Woods said. "They have and made rules, and they
have to do what they have to do to follow up on it"
In a previous interview about Woods' situation, Kenna Middleton, acting director of judicial
affairs, said she doesn't know how her office will
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By Chad Williamson
Arts editor
Responding to the death of Eastem football player John Keough,
who committed suicide on March S,
Clay Hal I sponsored a discussion on
suicide prevention Monday night.
The discussion, led by Dclora
McDanicl. a graduate student in clinical psychology, focascd on the statistics and warning signs of suicide.
According to McDaniel, women
are more likely to commit suicide,
but men succeed more often because they favor more violent methods, like using guns.
McDaniel said there are a variety of false myths surrounding suicide which include:
■ People who talk about sui-

cide are going to do it
"If they're talking about it,
they're seriously thinking about it,"
she said. 'Take all conversations
and jokes seriously."
■ People who contemplate suicide want to die.
McDaniel said suicide seems to
be a means of escape for people, and
the thought of actual death seems
unreal to them.
"More often than not, they want
to be rescued," she said.
■ If you talk about suicide, you
put the idea in their minds.
Don't try to dodge the subject, she
said, but instead ask them directly.
■ Suicides happen without
warning.
SEE SIGNS PAGE AS

SEE WOODS PAGE A4
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INSIDE
ACTIVITIES
■ Local
organizations
and
churches)
have a
variety of
activities planned for
Easter weekend.
Page B5
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SPORTS

■ Students at Eastern
get motivated and start
working off those extra
winter pounds.
Page Bl

■ The Colonels play host
to baseball, tennis and
golf action this weekend.
Page B6

WEATHER
TODAY: Chance of showers
High 50, Low 28
FRIDAY: Partly sunny
High 57, Low 32
SATURDAY: Partly sunny
High 61. Low 40
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EDITORIAL

Have you seen me?

Student senate boots senators with excessive absences
|

ongratulations!
Student senate finally rid itself of six slacking
senators who were consistently absent from student
senate meetings. After the senators were notified by
the senate about their missed days, four senators
resigned before any action was taken and two were
simply removed from office.
Hoorah! Way to go!
"We want people who will show up and
represent the students," said student senate
president Don Pace. "The ones who don't show
up are going to be given the boot"
And that is exactly what they did.
A big, swift kick from Pace's size 12 shoe.
According to their new policy, the senate allows
each senator five excused absences and two
unexcused absences during the year. Seven days is
more than fair. It's about the same amount of days a
student can miss before failing a class.
But what took student senate so long to remove
these slackers from office?
This year's senators have been in office since last
August, and the senate is just getting around to

removing those senators with excessive absences.
Their missed days didn't happen over time.
Even scarier is that come April 12, the university will have to vote on next year's leaders at
Spring Fling.
Let's hope the students at this university use a
little more discretion when voting for potential
campus leaders.
Wednesday was the deadline to apply for a
position with the student association for next
year. Funny, I don't remember seeing any
advertisements around campus except in the
Powell Building. No wonder there are such slim
pickin's on the ballot every year. No one knows
how to get involved.
Eastern should take a little more time considering
the candidates April 12 and vote for students to
serve on student senate who deserve those positions.
We should vote in people who won't miss meetings
and who might actually help get something accomplished, instead of someone who chooses to exercise his or her right of passive involvement simply
because it looks good on a resume.

e $*

lave you seen these
tudent senators?
ast seen padding
\resumes at the expense
if the student body.

Cheap eats
Board plan won't leave you bored or broke
\\/ hat is the best, closest place in town to go
for cheap all-you-can-eat food?
This is a fact most college students would be
expected to know as well as they know their
social security numbers by now. And with all the
tuition increases and the other financial worries
students have to deal with today, students have
learned to treasure the value of a dollar.
Yet most students at Eastern would fail this
simple quiz of finances.
The all-you-can-eat answer is a board plan
from EKU Food Service, which offers meal
• deals that range in price from $2.69 to
: $3.94 for every meal. Besides, it's a
balanced, nutritional meal,and
Over 800 selections were offered ■
on last semester's board plan menu.
: Food Service holds five special board plan
dinners each semester, which have included such
themes as Hawaiian, Western, M.A.S.H., Korean and the Kentucky Derby. Regular cafeterias
sure don't get this kind of treatment.
:: But with all this, students have not increased
participation to match Food Service's effort, as only
414 students are signed up for the board plan right
now. In fact, participation has declined
Last summer, during summer orientation.
Food Service director Greg Hopkins said he
predicted that Food Service would actually lose
money for this fiscal year unless something was
done because 100 less freshmen were expected
to sign up for board plans than last year.
Actually, 102 less freshmen signed up, and
the best way Hopkins could think of to prevent
taking a loss this year was to close Cafe Clay.
At $630 per plan, this is $64,260 the university is no longer taking in. Considering this,
closing the 280-capacity cafeteria was a wise
move since the other cafeterias on campus are
still never full. As Hopkins put it, there are times
When two people could shoot cannonballs at
each other in the Top Floor Cafeteria and never
;hat anyone because it's so empty.
: - Lots of food goes to waste sitting around
cooking under the heat lamps waiting for somedne to come along and buy it, too. For this
reason, Martin Hall, where board plan meals are
.offered, is only open for meal times. This is an

I

inconvenience to students who don't want to eat
meals on a set schedule, but the value, both
nutritional and monetary, makes up for it.
The university can save money in Martin by
having a close estimate of how many people will
eat each meal in the board plan cafeterias and
eliminate some of the wasted food.
The Top Floor can seat 850. Martin Cafeteria
holds 290, and Stratton is set for 530. This is more
than enough seating for the people who eat on
campus, and the number of people who
mysj be paid to serve them becomes a
waste with any more searing
After closing Clay, Food Service
was able to eliminate five full-time
jobs through attrition, which means
no one had to be fired. The university just never hired people to replace employees
who resigned or retired Hopkins said this saved the
university about $100,000 in salaries and benefits,
and combined with the closing of Cafe Clay, to
keep them out of the red this year.
Western Kentucky University's campus food
plan was axed last year when it decided to go for
an outside-owned food court that includes Taco
Bell and other fast food restaurants.
While this might make some students at
Eastern happy, it doesn't have some of the
benefits of a campus-run system. For example,
Martin Cafeteria was required to stay open for
every meal during the January snowstorm.
Students get used to the negative image that
cafeterias get in grade school and don't adjust
their perceptions to see the best choice for
nourishment while at college. Maybe it's just
habit that causes some people to get fast food
every day or to stop in the Fountain Food Court
for french fries and a soft drink on the way to
class instead of taking the time for a meal.
Part of a college education is learning to think
like an adult, and students should stop to consider
the long-term benefits of a board plan as opposed to
the shon-term benefits of alternatives.
In the end, the board plan meals can be stretched
into two and the only one who loses money on the
deal is the plasma center, which would be getting
less broke students pouring in its doors if more
people signed up for board plans.

Surroundings plant prejudice
As I was walking out of die
Campbell Building Monday
morning, a little boy waiting to exit
a Lincoln County school bus called
out, "Hey boy, get a haircut!"
My initial reaction was to
respond to the tyke with equal
prejudice. "Only if you let me use
the same bowl they used on your
hair." But, of course. I didn't offer
that or any of the other snide1"
remarks that came to mind. I simply
walked away from die boy with the
bad haircut, mentally berating all
the prejudice that exists in our
everyday lives.
We like to believe we live in an
informed and liberated society. It's
true America has begun to deal with
the problem, but progress has been
slow because everyone is a source
of some son of prejudice.
Not you?
You're not prejudiced?
Maybe you aren't
Maybe you are.
lam.
That's right, I sometimes catch
myself in thought or in a conversation making commentary that is
prejudiced.
"Toward whom?" you ask.
Politicians, members of Greek
organizations, scantily clad women
in public places, history professors,
journalists...the list goes on.
The truth is that I. like everyone,
have some preconceived notions
about certain types of people we
encounter in our lives. The test for
us is how we handle those prejudices; after all, we didn't put them
in our minds; they were planted by
the environment surrounding us.

In a story which appeared in last week's Progress
about student senate. Missy Nigro said she did not know
what was going on in regards to her removal from student
senate. Nigro said she had to lake up another class and
was unable to continue with senate. She said she called in
all of her absences, and they were excused by the ethics
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chairman. She said she had planned to hand in her written
excuses when she officially resigned.
The party affiliation of Richmond's stale Rep. Harry
Moberly was incorrect in last week's Progress. Moberly
is a Democrat.

HOW TO REACH US
■ To report a news
story or idea

(606)622-1872

Quiggins is a senior journalism
major from Berea and photo editor
for the Progress.
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I try not to allow my prejudice
to have an impact on anyone,
especially myself. I don't want to
miss out on knowing an interesting
person because of the package
surrounding the person. I try to look
at everyone as an individual with
the right to express themselves and
to be who they are.
I express myself with my
hairstyle, or lack of it I challenge
people to get past their prejudice
toward a long-haired, hippielooking, white guy and get to know
me. I figure that if someone doesn't
have the insight to look past my
hairstyle, then I don't have much in
common with them anyway.
I have been told by potential
employers, who already employed
females with very long hair working
in the same capacity as I was
applying for, that I would have to
cut my hair to be considered for the
job.
If I had been denied work for
other traits, such as the color of my
skin or my sexual orientation, the
world would have stopped and
activists would have jumped off and
lined up to come to my defense.
But, to date, a man's right to choose
his hairstyle has not been constitutionally challenged, and the ACLU
says they can offer no help.
Sure, a hairstyle can be changed.

A suit, tie and a good haircut will
convert any young man into
someone that will fit society's status
quo. But that is the kind of stereotyping that is a big part of the social
prejudice that continues to thrive in
this country.
Quite often the stereotyping of
people because of their appearance
leads to prejudice. For instance, fat
people are often characterized as
being lazy and sometimes discriminated against because of their size.
Each person is different. Some just
happen to be bigger than others.
Another difference in people
that is a source of prejudice and
discrimination is the way they
speak.
Have you ever heard someone
make fun of another person's
accent?
People with Appalachian or
Southern accents arc often made fun
of and discriminated against just
because of the way they pronounce
their vowels.
Is that fair?
I don't think so.
It's not fair to categorically
discriminate for any reason. It
shouldn't matter if the person is fat,
short, gay, ugly, handicapped or
different from society's norm in any
way.
Think about it.
Don't allow prejudice to affect
your life.
It might cost you a very good
friend.
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PEOPLE POLL

UPS & DOWNS

By Brett Dunlap

What are you doing to get in shape for spring?

Up to:
William Natcher
The Kentucky 2nd District
U.S. Representative died Tuesday night. He was 84. The
Commonwealth was fortunate
to have such a dedicated leader,
who cast 18,401 votes during
his political career since 1953.

Down to:

Up to:
Billy Joel

Jerry Jones
The Dallas Cowboys' owner
is destroying the dynasty that
Jimmy Johnson was building by
naming Barry Switzer as tile new
head coach.

"Absolutely nothing
but watching my
diet."

The "Piano Man" brought
his "River of Dreams" to life
at Freedom Hall Tuesday
night, proving he will never
be just Mr. Christie Brinkley.
He is a true legend for all
ages.

Suggestions for UPS A DOWNS are welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872.

Dana White, 23,
hearing impaired education,
senior, Dayton, Ohio

To the individuals who wrote
Letters to the Editor about the issue,
they could use a little educating. I
think a lot of people misunderstand
what homosexuals want in a policy
like that which was proposed. See,
homosexuals, in general, don't want
special treatment. What they want is
to live their lives in peace and in
such a manner as to not have to
fight unjust actions against them
and feel that they have to constantly
be defending themselves.
Homosexuals aren't asking for a
government aid program. They're
fighting for their right of legal
protection from close-minded,
meddling individuals like those who
obviously are the predominate
population of this "Campus Beautiful."
In response to Mr. Rogers' letter
in particular, I believe that asking
that this proposal be passed is
having "enough guts to stand up for
what they believe..." No, it's not an
irrational confrontation with a few
individuals, and it's not public
protest. It is a responsible, largescale, long-term attempt at achieving something that more than just a
few could benefit from.
To Mr. Jamison, I would like
only to say that I think you have

some misconceptions about what
homosexuality is. I'm sorry that you
think that my love, trust, commitment and companionship with
someone of the same gender as
myself is "sick and disgusting."
You also seem to perceive homosexuality as a choice, which,
therefore, need not be protected.
However, we all seem to agree
that an individual's religious
freedom should be very highly
protected. But as previously
mentioned, small is the change that
you would find any public institutions in this country that doesn't
protect the right to worship as you
wish. Obviously religion is pure
choice, Mr. Jamison, but I bet you
would support its addition to
university policy. And, of course,
there are so many who believe that
homosexuality is hereditary and, in
being so, not a choice. So what was
your reasoning again for not
wishing that it be included in the
discrimination policy?
Once and for all. Eastern has
displayed to me that it, in fact, has
somehow been left out of the
evolution of the modern world. I
hope that the GUESS group sticks
with their pledge to go back every
year until this much- needed
proposal is passed/However,
unfortunately, I hope they have a lot
of patience.
Crenshaw is a junior graphics
design major from Robards and is
also a former ad representative for
the Progress.

LETTERS FROM OUR READERS
There are not enough "B" parking spaces
I am complaining about the parking at Eastern. Last
Wednesday, students were told to move their vehicles
from the Dupree parking lot due to the Sawyer Brown
concert. My roommate was one of those students told to
either move her car or be lowed.
I am a "B" parking resident Sunday, I came home
from the weekend. I parked legally in the Dupree
parking lot. I could have never guessed I would be
towed. The next day, to my surprise, my car had either
been stolen or towed. I called public safety, and they
told me they had towed my car. They claim that there
was a police barricade in that space. When I parked in
that space, there was no barricade.
There are not enough parking spots already for "B"
parking residents. I don't think it is right for public
safety to take away our parking spots for various events
or construction. If they desperately need those parking
spots, then they should only take a limited number that
will be needed.
I don't think the "B" parking residents should be
punished. I had paid to park as a "B" parking resident,
and now I have been towed. My question is where
should I park and not get towed? After all, I thought
when it says "B" parking area, and I have a "B" parking

slicker and there was an empty parking spot with no
barricade, that it was safe to park there.
I don't think it was fair to charge me for the low
and parking illegally. I did not park illegally, nor have I
ever. All I know is that the barricade was not in that
space when I parked there. It's not fair.
Peggy S. Foley
Dupree Hall
Reporters deserve special thanks
I would like to personally thank Mary Ann Lawrence,
Brat Dunlap and anyone else involved in the decision to
print a story follow-up on the troubles of street hockey
("Hockey in the penalty box," March 24). It is nice to
know that someone is concerned with the student body
and does not discourage creativity on campus.
This issue could be easily resolved with a little
cooperation. Until then, all we can hope for is more
exposure and more support Thanks again for your help
in this issue. It's nice to know someone is listening.

Brian Blanchard
Commonwealth Hall

Jim Davis, 24,
insurance,
senior, Louisville
"Do aerobics, jog
and walk
everyday."

"Jogging five
miles a day."

GUESS petition should have passed
I'm not one who usually thinks
his ideas are so important that I
have to present them in public
forum, but for once I feel the need
to voice my opinion. I do so in
regard to the student senate's recent
defeat of the GUESS proposal to
include homosexuals in Eastern's
affirmative action policy. I was
quite sure that after the issue had
been brought to light, that even here
in Richmond at Eastern, such an
obviously correct proposal would
have no trouble passing.
Of course, once again I have
been greatly disappointed by the
mentality of this higher institute of
learning. It has been my understanding that such a university was a
point in the world of academia
where minds come together to team
and meld their ideas to better all
with the intelligence and understanding gained from those who are
different from yourself.
What really bothered me is the
student reaction to this calamity. In
the student People Poll published
March 10, a black student said, "I
don't know why they (gays) need
special rights. I could be discriminated against because I'm black." I
would like to pass this information
along to her now. There is probably
no public institution in this country
that does not have a clause protecting blacks from discrimination in
this country. It seems to me that any
member of a minority group would
be more understanding of the need
for such a clause in the university's
policy.

"To eat a
well-balanced diet
of pizza and
alternative
beverages.''

Mark Bibelhauser, 21,
police administration,
junior, Louisville

Melissa Kemplin, 19,
psychology,
freshman, Mt. Sterling
"To do 12-ounce
curls at
Cherries.''

.-•
"Keep sexually
active."

.

Lezlie Calvert, 22,
insurance,
senior, Cincinnati, Ohio

Raymond Washburn, 20,
computer science,
sophomore, Louisville

Come Visit
Our New
Location
for Food, Fun
and Suds.

/mo

APOLLO

PizzA

Present this coupon for

Only

$10.95:
LARGE 14"
PIZZAS
With 1 Topping
Not.valid w^other.offers

PizfA
623-0330

/UPOLLp

♦

plus tax

Expires

4

.13P? ..:
Only

Present this coupon for

„

$9.95 :
MEDIUM 12"
PIZZAS
With 1 Topping

623-0330

■

Not valid with other offers

Arcade Games

f '$//tf;///////fifrM/mm/i

&

Billiards

623-0330
•

plus tax

m
Expires
4/30/94

■
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HI I P WANTED.

Inmates get chance to learn
; fey Jason VanOver
S*~ ■ Jail sentences could benefit Madi: son and Fayeae county prisoners lhanks
lid anew program.
C-*. Later this year, educational oppor: hlnilics will become available to people
l-trkiarcerated in the Madison County
'.Detention Center and the Fayetie Ur:han County Detention Center.
: • A grant from the U.S. Department
:of Education totaling $293,000 will
! start the Life Skills Re integration Pro
:gfam in both locations. The money is a
: portion of $4.9 million divided into 19
: nationwide projects like LSRP.
I-7 Grant money was received from
the. Department of Education because
of a proposal written by Randy Johnson,
project manager for Eastern's Training
Resource Center.
"It was the first proposal I had
whiten." Johnson said. "In April (1993),
I got notified that the nation was going
tool fer 19 grants. I mailed the proposal
in'May."
'. In December, Johnson received
word that Madison and Fayette detention centers would receive money to
begin their projects. A total of 10 jails
arid nine prisons in the nation received
giint money.
- Madison Detention Center had a
(ifcD program at one time, but lost the
instructor and had to give up the program.
, LSRP will be the next educational
program that the jail will offer.
S The Life Skills Reiniegraiion Program plans to reduce repeat offenders
and increase the offender's ability to
function in everyday life by providing
training in areas such as personal de-

tf We have to provide opportunities to the people we Incarcerate. We have to give something
to them, ff

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Attention: Students
Bam $2000+monthly. Summer/
holiday/full time. World travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii. Europe.
Mexico. Tour Guide*. Gift Shop
Sale., Deck Hand*. Casino Work
;rs, etc. No experience necessary.
CaD (602)453-4651.

—Ray Sabbatine, director of Fayette
Urban County Detention Center

EARN $50-5250 for yourself phis
up to $500 lor your club! This
fundraiser coats rexhing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a
velopmcnt, communication, basic responsibility to the incarcerated.
"We have to provide opportunities free gift. 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
learning skills, stress/anger manageto
the
people we incarcerate,'' he said.
ment, and basic job and financial skills.
The program will consist of educa- "We have to give something to them." Girl Scout Camp Staff Assistant
Sabbatine said the prisoners can't Camp Duector, Business Manager.
tional program sthat will broadcast daily
be rehabilitated without an education. Health Supervisor, Counselors,
on TV in the jails in October.
The FCDC already has a chemical Waterfront. Rappelling. Nature.
"The first seven or eight months is
developing material for the programs,'' clependcncy.cmployrncntrcadincssand Arts and Crafts and Cooks needed
Johnson said. "In July or August they a GED program in effect LSRP will be for the summer at Girl Scout Camp
will get their TVs and satellite dish at added on to the programs thalcxist later Sycamore Hills. Contact Trida
the detention centers to begin their this summer.
Fayette "s detention center will have Coleman, Cumberland Valley Girt
broadcast"
LSRP project staff are develop- two test groups, one going through the Scout Council. P.O. Box 40466,
Nashville. TN 37204 or(615)383ing video training modules, support- program and one not
The progress of the participants 3490.
ive educational materials and live,
interactive satellite delivery via the will be gauged throughout the project
Star Channel, which is part of Ken- and during the exit interviews.
Equestrian Counselors - experiThe test groups will be compared at ence requi red for summer position
tucky Educational Television, to use
the end of the program to see if there is MCnriScoutCatnpSycainore Hills.
for the broadcasts.
The people incarcerated in the any improvement
Contact Tricia
Coleman.
Sabbatine said he hopes at least 100 Cumberland Valley Girl Scouts.
Madison County Detention Center usually stay no longer than 30 days. For people participate in the first year.
"I'm looking forward to it start- (615)383-0490.
this reason, the original eight-week proing," he said. "It has a lot of potential."
gram was reduced to four weeks.
The Life Ski I Is Re integration Pro- Health Supervisor - RN or EMT
"The program was going to broadcast for two hours a day; now it will gram isa three-year program that both truncation required for summer
broadcast for four hours to fit it into 30 Johnson and Sabbatine hope to get position at Girl Scout Camp Sydays," Johnson said. "It totals 40 hours into the Fayette Juvenile Detention camore Hills. Contact Tricia
Center.
of instruction."
Coleman. Cumberland Valley Girl
For more information about the Scouts, at (615)383-0490.
Ray Sabbatine, director of the
Fayette Urban County Detention Cen- program, contact Randy Johnson at the
ter and part-time law enforcement in- Training Resource Center or Ray ATTENTION NORTHERN K Y
structor at Eastern, said they have a Sabbatine at FCDC, 259-3476.
RESIDENTS: Great earning potential. Work in a fun and friendly
atmosphere. Seeking energetic.
motivated and dependable persons
for Host/Hostess, Server and
"will probably consider" the letter the mage. They know that taking "Johnny" Cook positions. Experience preKeough family wrote to him and to away from them is God's will.
ferred, but wm train. We can acThey keep in close contact with
President Funderburk.
commodate weekend scheduling
The Colonel football team is still Woods, who moved into Kcough's
now and work into full time tins
room
in
O'Donnell
Hall
with
dealing with the loss of one of its
teammates, both Woods and Kidd said. Kcough's roommate and teammate, summer. Apply in person at
Barleycorn's Lakeside Park. 2642
"We are try ing to take it a day at a Dewayne Baker.
But Woods said March 5 will be a Dixie Highway. Lakeside Park, Ky,
time," Woods said. "Spring ball is
Sat/Sun between 8:30-10 a.m.
coming up, and we are trying to focus date he will never forget
"It will always be on my mind,"
on that, but it has been really hard."
The Kcoughs are planning to at- he said. "I just take it one day at a
tend the April 23 spring football scrim- lime."

WOODS: Violates campus weapons policy
Continued from front pap*
• handle the situation.
"When you have a policy viola'. tion, but also some very distraught
; people...wc want to handle it the best
■ way we can," Middleton said.
Kidd said Woods is scheduled to
appear before the disciplinary board
. sometime in the beginning of April.
\ He said that although he can't speak
• for the disciplinary board, the board

FRANKFORT COUNTRY
CLUB: Applications being accepted tor Swiss Team Coach,
IJfctuards.ftriMasUkgw.Plea*
int working conditions, meals, ex
cellent wages. Must be certified.
Apply in person Thursday and Fri
day9ajn.-5pjn.. Frankfort Coun
try aim. Two Creeks Subdivision,
across from Farmers Bank. Dead
line for receiving appiicarionsis
April 13.1994.

EARN CASH smffing envelopes
at home. AD materials provided.
Send SASE to Midwest Mailers.
P.O. Box 395. Ouuhe. KS 66051.
ROOMATES WANTED
Female roommate for Summer/
Fall. 2 BR Townhouse, nonr. CaD CJ. 624-1338
MISCELLANEOUS
BFrOPnSMTTH

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -Earn up to MJD0O+ in two
months. Room and board! TransportatJon! Male or Female. No experience neceawary. Call (206)5454155 ext. A5534.
CRULSE SHIPS HIRING Earn
up to $2000+/mo. on Cruise Ships
or Land-Tour companies Summer & Fun-Time employment
available. No experience necessary
For information call 1-206-6340468 ext. C5534.
PRODUCTION ARTIST. The
Lexington Herald-Leader is now
accepting aprrficalions for a pro
duction artistto work from 10a.m.
2 p.m. Monday through Friday to
prepare artwork for publication
including
creative
conceptualization and production
of speculative ads, design/layout
and production of brochures, special products, charts, graphs and
basic tabloids, photo scaling and
color and type specification. Essential skills and abilities include
proficiency using Apple Macintosh computer including Aldus
Freehand. Aldus Pagemakrr and
Microsoft Word, knowledge of all
stages of production of graphic artwork from concept through final
mechanicals, ability to work well
under extreme deadline pressure
and acute visual perception. ABA
in art or equivalent and one year
experience required. Qualified applicants may apply in the human
resources division of the HeraldLeader plant from 8:30 ajn-4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday. Resume and five non-returnable
samples requested to accompany
application.

buvs. sells and
SB CDs and tapes. EKU BYPaas.
AA CRUISE A TRAVEL EM;
P|iftYM|i:NT ft'UPE- Earn big
$$$+Travel the World Free! (Caribbean. Europe. Hawaii, Asia!)
Hurry! BusySpririg/SummerseasomaprjroacrttruT.Guararaeedsuc
cess! CaU (919) 929-4398. ext
C56.
SKYDIVING
1NSTRUCriONS: Train A Jump the same
day for ONLY $90! Lackey's Airport. US 25 South. 6 miles from
By-Pass, turn right on Menelaus
Rd. Sat & Sun. 10 a.m. For
infrmation call (606) 873-031 lor
986-8202 weekends.
For Sale Macintosh SE Keyboard,
Image Writer II Printer. $1250..
622-1029.
DIAMONDS: Kentucky's first pre
miere ladies club is now hiring four
male dancers and all other positions. Apply in person at 5539
Athens-Boonesboro Rd. Exit 104
off 1-75. Lexington. Ky.

WIN A FREE TEE SHIRT

Just answer the following question
correctly and be the first to come
down to First Gear on the comer of
1st and Main:
In the Star Wars series what number is Tha Empin Strikes Back?
Last weeks answer. Walter Lance
(IndMduaB afcji* o» «*> par aanwHr. phase)

NEWS BRIEFS
Compiled by Progress staff

Student senate
illuminates campus
CAMPUS lack of lighting
i

Tuesday night, the student senate passed a resolution to look into
the problem of insufficient lighting

around campus.
Scott Douglas, chairman of the student rights com m 11
. tee who sponsored the resolution, said there have been a lot
of complaints about poor lighting in specific areas where
•people walk on campus. The student rights committee
.went out and investigated areas all over the campus and
came up with a list of areas where more lighting was
needed.
"We're looking at ways to improve the lighting situation on campus," Douglas said. "A lot of these places are
so dark; it gets to the point they are unsafe to walk on at
night."
The resolution will be passed to the university'sCouncil on Student Affairs, where it will be passed to the proper
committee that handles lighting problems on campus.

Nerve gas disaster preparation
calendars distributed on campus
Residence hall residents who did not receive calendars
from the Chemical Stockpile Emergency Preparedness
Program (CSEPP) may pick them up at CSEPP offices at
;501 S. Kccncland Drive, according to CSEPP planner
JMerwyn Jackson.

Some residence halls reported they had not received
the calendars. The calendars were mailed directly to residents this year, Jackson said, as opposed to being delivered
to the division of public safety last year where students
could pick them up. He said mailing the calendars was
easier. The calendars list emergency numbers, directions
for evacuation routes, protective actions, fire prevention
tips and how to handle tornadoes.
"It's an all-hazard response to emergencies," Jackson
said.

Congressman
Natcher, dead at 84
Cp.Tp
Ult\k*U

Congressman William H.
Natcher. 84, died Tuesday night of
heart failure after representing
Kentucky's 2nd District for 40 years.
During his 40 years of service, he cast a record of
18,401 consecutive votes on the floor of the House of
Representatives.
His voting streak ended March 3 when he became too
ill to leave his hospital bed. Before that day, he was
sometimes wheeled into the House in a wheelchair for
voting.
He received the nation's second-highest civilian
honor, the Presidential Citizen's Medal by President
Clinton in his hospital room on the day he broke the
streak, and Gov. Brercton Jones has proposed a new
bridge in Owensboro be named for Natcher.

Two essential
ingredients
for a perfect
date:
A date and this.

POLICE BEAT

ISA

Compiled by Jason VanOver
•i* .The following reports have been
filed with the university's division of
public safety:

•
I March 8:
! Philip Nichols. 26. Richmond, retorted that his 12-speed bicycle was
finlcn from the bike rack at Combs Hall.
• March v:
I Eddie West. 19. Keene Hall, reported a watch and two rings had been
sjolcn from his room. His window was
Use shattered.
;" John Carroll. 21. Martin Hall, was
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.

{ March 11:
~ J>e Risk. Brewer Building,
reoprted that a window of a car
belonging to Steven Tackelt had been
cracked with a blunt object in the

Alumni Coliseum Lot.
March 20:
Mlkel Tyler. 18.ToddHall.
reported that a speaker box and seven
compact discs were stolen from his car
while parked at Todd Hall.
March 21:
Jean Day. Fitzpatrick Building, reported that a computer printer and $5 in
quarters were stolen from Room 402 in
the Fitzpatrick Building. The lock on the
door was removed to gain entry.
March 22:
Hlroshi Toyota. 19. Commonwealth
Hall, reported that money and a Walkman
were stolen from his room.
March 23:
Rose Partin. 22. McGregor Hall, reported that her textbook had been stolen

from the boolcdrop at the University
Bookstore.

*

March 24:
Dale Meek. Keene Hall, reported
that (he door to Room 1307 of Keene
Hall had been damaged.
Cheryl Dodd, 24. Richmond, reported that her radar detector had been
stolen from her vehicle while it was
parked in the Alumni Coliseum Lot.
Lee Merrltt. Brewer Building, reported that a vehicle belonging to Michael
Hiatt had been broken into and a compact
disc player was stolen while parked in the
Arlington Association Lot.
March 243:
Andrew Mechlin. 20. Mattox Hall,
reported his vehicle's windshield had
been damaged while parked at Mattox
Hall.

1PLUS

-i

It's everyvvriere
you want to be

O VIM U.S.A. Inc. 1994
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Coed move causes little chaos
example, they
thought if they
lived on the third
Despite the switching over of Todd floor of Todd
and Dupree halls to coed housing in the Hall, they'd just
fall, administrators don't believe it has be moved to the
caused any more than the usual chaos third floor of
Dupree Hall."
in this semester's housing changes.
Instead, several students were
Deana Culver, area coordinator
for Todd and Dupree halls, said she moved, at their request, to different
has received no complaints from stu- floors or different halls.
The Residence Hall Association
dents concerning the change.
"No one has come to me person- proposed the changeover after stually,'' she said. "I personally believe dents requested more coed housing.
Culver said in the six meetings
everything went smoothly."
Amber Culver, director of hous- held last semester to explain the
ing, said there had been some early change, only five residents from Todd
confusion among Todd and Dupree Hall and five Dupree residents comresidents as to how they would be plained.
Todd and Dupree residents who
moved to their new floors in the residid not wish to live in coed housing
dence halls.
"They thought they'd just be were among the first given the option
moved en masse,'' Culver said. "For of changing residence halls.
By Chad Williamson
Arts editor

NERVE GAS: Johnston Atoll leak
prompts concern over incinerator
Continued from front paoa

other countries to destroy chemical
weapons, and incineration is also the
Johnston incinerator operate for six main method being considered for
consecutive months within EPA stan- this task.
However, the two sneakers spoke
dards without incident before another
of incidents in Russia that outweigh
incinerator can be built
This could move the Richmond the problems in Richmond.
They told of the Russian military
incinerator plans back at least six
months from now even if Congress testing chemical agents on citizens,
makes a decision to build an incinera- workers at weapons plants being routor in July, something the local activ- tinely exposed to the weapons and
ist groups have been fighting for 10 long-term damage done to the environment surrounding sites and lo the
years.
News of the Johnston Island leak people who live there.
They said their government conled off the discussion at a meeting
Tuesday night, where Kentuckians tinues to deny any of these damages
heard two speakers from Russia who and refuses to even pretend to cooperhave been through the same struggles ate with theireffortsatexploringolher
alternatives to incineration.
in their country, only worse.
"These weapons were a child of
Russian activists Lev Fyodorov
and Natalia Shevdeva spoke the cold war, and all these weapons
through an interpreter to a group were aimed at you," Fyodorov told
of about 30 people in Madison his American audience, "but whose
Middle School about the situa- security was served now that we have
to store these things. Now, the ecotion in their country.
Russians are mandated by an in- logical danger is neither ours nor yours,
ternational treaty with the U.S. and but rather a general danger."

"Students may not realize fully
about the changes, and the you-knowwhat hits the fan and they make the
realization," Melanie Tyner-Wilson,
director of residence hall programs,
said.
Campus-wide room changes are
April 4-6 from 8-11:30 a.m. and 1-2
p.m. at Jones 106. Numbers must be
drawn the previous business day at
the South Grill Entrance of the Powell
Building.
Room changes may also be done
from April 7-26, and in this time no
numbers are needed, but the number
process will begin again April 27-28
under the same conditions as before.
While the additional month has
been helpful. Culver said it has also
been exhaustive.
"We'll see if we have the stamina
to go through an extra month of room
changes," Culver said.

SUICIDE:
Warning
signs serious

GIVE YOURSELF A
HEALTHIER IMAGE
FOR 1994

JCPENNEY STYLING SALON
RICHMOND MALL

STOP SMOKING LOSE
WEIGHT
(the natural way)
THROUGH HYPNOSIS

20% OFF

Hypnosis it a natural state
of relaxation through which a
trained professional can reach
your inner mind and help you
lo change unwanted and
unhealthy habits.

TO STUDENTS EACH THURSDAY
WITH EKU ID*
•NOI VAI

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
■V^

POSITIVE IMAGE
624-3631 OR 369-5827

^

|

'Let Professionals
Carefor Your Eyes'

228 West Main Street
Richmond, KY
Member American Optometrists Association
American Academy of Optometry

Richmond's Oldest
Computer Store

486DX-33 $854.

$75.
$95
$149

624-8600

Prices good
through 4'15/94

486DX2-66 $1070.
Other Options

Monitors
14" SVGA
14" SVGA
14" SVGA
15" SVGA

1024x768 .39
1024x768 28
1024x768 28(NI)
1024x768 28<NI)

$239.
$269
$299.
$419

h.ducolumal Draler for Microsoft.
Word Per fen. lotus <f BorlandSoftware!

2nd Floppy Drive
Subatrtute 2 88 FDD
2400 Int Modem
96/24 Int Fax Modem
250MB Tape Drive
KX-PI150 Printer
KX-P2123 Primer

$60
$25
$45
$65
$199
$159
$249

Call for additional RAM pacing

PC Systems of Kentucky
638 Eastern By-Pass. University- Center • Richmond, KY
606-624-5000 Hours :9am-6pm Mon-Fri, 10am-4pm Sat

Two Toppings
Two Drinks

Sorry, Campus only

90 Days
Same As Cash

Systems Include:
System Board with Intel Processor, Desktop Case
4MB RAM, 1.44 Floppy Drive, 101 Keyboard
Serial Mouse & Pad, MS-DOS 6.21
2 Serial/1 Parallel/1 Game

170MB IDE
S239.
200MB IDE
$269.
24SMB IDE
$299
34SMB IDE
S339
400MB IDE
S439.
500MB IDE
$599
Super VOA 1MB
Super VGA I MB Win Ace.
Super VOA 1 MB VLB "

a

623-3358

Sonata 486
Systems

Hard Drives & Video Cards

6.99

(Hard/Soft)
Glaucoma Tests
Prescriptions Filled
Preventive Tests

Optometrists

486DX-50 $1025.

$

Examinations
Contact Lenses

Dr. W.R. Isaacs
Dr. C.L. Davis
Dr. W.T. Reynolds
Dr. M.F. Hay

Prtcts good
through 4/15/94

14"
Large
Pizza

*

A WHOLE NEW LOOK

486SX-33 $629.

FAST FREE DELIVERY!!

>ALl

624-3501

ConHnuad from front papa
There are signs in 80 percent
of all suicides, said McDaniel.
They include:
■ Joking about suicide.
■ Talking about death.
■ Changes in sleeping and
eating habits.
■ Giving away prized possessions.
■ Decline in school work.
McDaniel said the key upon
noticing the warning signs of suicide is to be a good listener to the
person. The keys to helping a
person through this time are:
■ Intervene.
"Ask them'Why do you think
death is preferable to life?'" she
said. "The key is to focus in on
their feelings."
■ Identify the problem
■ Focus on the problem.
■ Explore alternatives.

:. '

%

-£\3
Richmond's newest and best billiards
establishment.
*?££* Come watch the Final Four *%>
with us Saturday on our two TVs. %
RENT
tables by the hour
or play on our pay
per game table.

11a.m.Midnight

$ 1.25 Longnecks
$.50 Tables
$.50 Pepsi Products
Catered Food

Must be 21
and
proper dress
required.

212 Water St. 624-8110
Beside SUBWAY
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BUDGET: Legislative debate postpones raise
Contlnutd from Iront pay

That could also mean $3 million
for Eastern's wellness center and $2
million for a community center at Lake
Rcba, as well as the salary increase.
Charles D. Whitlock, executive
assistant to President Fundcrburk, said
the budget logjam means the university
has to wait before it can come up with
a realistic budget of its own — that
means everything from salary increases
to normal operating costs.
"It's a situation where we can't do
anything other than approach it from a
contingency viewpoint," Whitlock said.
'There are so many variables out there;
we'd just be speculating at this point.

"The president is going to make a
recommendation at the April 16 board
meeting," Clark said. "What we're going to be able to give will be directly
related to what we can reallocate and
what the stale gives us."
Problems between the House and
the Senate include a House bill which
would allow the state to levy over S60
Million a year in taxes from Kentucky
manufacturers. The Senate, which refused to go along with the tax Monday,
"iiId breathe new life into $93 million
MI construction projects it cut last week.

"You've just got so many things out
there, from health care reform to construction projects." Whi (Joe k said. "The
tighter the resources are, the tougher
those decisions are to make."
However, Clark said there is "area!
possibility that they won't pass a budget" before the regular session ends,
which meansGov. Jones would ha ve to
call a special session just to wade
through the budgetary waters.
Richmond legislators Rep. Harry
Moberly, D-Richmond, and Sen. Barry
Metcalf, R-Richmond, were tied up in
sessions Wednesday and were unavailable for comment.

Sera-Tec Biologicals
NEW HOURS

Need $15 today?
Earn extra cash.
Let us help you
while you help others.1
Its quick and easy.
New donors receive
$20.
[Any questions please call 624-9814

Mon., Wed., & Fri.
8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tue., & Thu.
1 1 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sat.
8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.

RESERVE

292 South Second St.

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

COMMITTEE: Eastern adds 5 scholarships
Continued from front pane

of the football program's grants being
reduced.
Of the women's sports receiving
scholarships, golf will benefit the most
from the additional funding.
Mullins said golf would get two of
the scholarships, track and softball
will each receive 1.25, and tennis will
get a half of a scholarship.
As of now, men's sports receive
106 scholarships, while women get
SO. Under the new proposal, the men's
total would decrease to 101 scholarships, while the women's total would
be raised to 55.
Baugh docs not think this will be
the end of scholarship adjustments for
the university.
"There has been a 3 percent increase in women's sports since last
year, and I think next year we will see
another increase,'' Baugh said.
"If the participation rate continues

■ >ri-c;iution, but no one had requested
the university to go beyond the 6S-3S
ratio at this time.
"What President Funderburk
wants is a plan in case we have to go
w) 40, but the NCAA or OCR has not
told us to go 60-40 yet," Kidd said.
Baugh said it was left up to Kidd
ami Mullins to determine which learrr,
would lose scholarships and which
would receive them.
Mullins said four would come
from football, while men's track and
baseball will each lose one-half of a
scholarship.
Football was already giving up
two scholarships when the Division 1AA limit was cut from 65 last year to
<<' for the upcoming season.
"It is not going to hurt us unless
wc have a lot of dropouts," Kidd said

to go up, as we anticipate it will, we
will have to make other adjustments.
"Toremain in Division I, you must
have a minimum of 25 scholarships
outside of men's basketball and football,'' Baugh said. "Right now. Eastern is operating with 27 scholarships.''
Baugh said if more opportunities
for women must be made, the most
practical thing to do would be to lake
from the football program.
"There is more flexibility in football," Baugh said. "It would have just
about sol ved our problems if they had
voted to cut football to 55 scholarships at the (NCAA) meetings."
Baugh said if the trend toward
gender equity continues, the football
program could suffer.
"We can get to 60-40 without destroying football," Baugh said. "If we
had had to go to a 50-50 rate, we
would have to cut football."

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this
job. I'm sure my college degree and good
grades kept me in the running But in
the end it was the leadership and management experience I got through

LEARN BARTENDING

\

Lexington

BARTEhDIhG
SCHOOL

• 1-2 week course
• Day or evening classes
• Job placement

269-6060

154 Patchen Drive - Suite 97 • Lexington,KY

Army ROTC that won them over
You can begin to develop impressive
leadership skills with an Army
ROTC elective Register now without
obligation.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit 515 Begley Building or call
622-1215

The one piece of paper as
important as your diploma

No matter how hard you worked to get that diploma, the one piece of paper that represents you in the real world is
your resume. And even new clothes or a haircut won't make up for a bad resume.
Kind of pays to do it right, don't you think?
i ■%

r

$20.95 PROFESSIONAL RESUME PACKAGE

~1

Professional Resume" Package includes one page typeset and provided to you on disk, 25 copies on
fine stationery, 25 matching blank sheets (for cover letters), and 25 envelopes (#10). Offer good only at
Kinko's listed.
Not valid with other offers.

kinko

l_

<B»

7 days a week.. RICHMOND MALL.
STORE 606-624-0237 FAX 606-623-9588
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located on the Bypass, are the two largest fitness canters In Richmond. Eastern
also sponsors Its own aerobic classes In Martin, Telford and Sullivan halls.

Trade Llndsey teaches an aerobics class at Ford's Fitness Canter, located off
Lancaster Road behind the University Shopping Canter. Ford's and Ironworks,

into
■Students melt
some winter flab

■■I wanted to
teach aerobics.
I always had
exercised, and
It would feel
weird If I
didn't work out
and stay In
shape.
9f

By Emily A. Leath
Staff writer

r

Inside
I Take a dip In
Weaver pool. See
PREVIEW, B2.
I Pantera redefines
heavy metal
music. See
ARTS, B3.
I Legislators listen
to the voice of an
Eastern student
See PEOPLE, B4.

As the temperature rises, many
students find they want to lose that
extra weight that was so easy to
hide under sweaters and baggy
jeans.
Shorts, tank tops and bathing
suits reveal winter splurges of pizza
and loo much beer. A big T-shirt
over the bikini might work for a
while, but the best way to improve
an appearance is to exercise.
While Eastern's athletes work
out practically every day, even if
they do not want to, many students
have a hard time getting motivated.
Mclanic Tyner-Wilson, director of residential
education, said personality type is a factor behind
adopting an exercise program.
"There are people who need to satisfy that
competitive edge, and they'll work out to perform
in sports better,'' Tyner-Wilson said. "Then, there
are those who need the group support of an exercise class that is geared more toward a social
activity and helping each other achieve goals.
There are also people who use exercise to reduce
stress or seek solitude through going out and
jogging a mile."
Exercise Is a future investment
Whatever the motivating factor may be, exercise is always beneficial. Taking advantage of nice
weather or various campus activities are investments that will pay off well into the future.
Aerobics classes are held in Sullivan, Martin
and Telford halls. The Residence Hall Association
provides the space and advertising while the
instruciorsare paid by the intramurals program.
Tyner-Wilson said because the university wanting to find a way to meet students' needs,
intramurals moved some funds from women's
team sports to aerobics classes.
"It's been a real campus-wide effort," she said.
In the lobbies of Telford and Martin halls,
classes are held from 5 to 6 p.m on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. On Monday and Wednesday nights,
classes are in Sullivan Hall's basement at 5:30
p.m. The step aerobic classes are held at Telford.
Kristi Bcatty, a sophomore psychology major
from Ashland, teaches the Sullivan class. She said
there are, on average, 10 people per night.
"There are some regulars who are dedicated
and decide they are going to stick with it," Bcatty
said. "Like any exercise, you have to realize it
won't do you any good if you don't keep at it."
One of her regulars, sophomore Jennifer Roe,
tries to keep an open hour in her day to attend the
class. "It's fun, and I like the idea of staying in

*■—Kristi Beatty
File photo

aerobics instructor

shape. If you like being around people, it's a good
way to do something good for yourself," she said.
"I think the students have really benefited
from this jointly-coordinated activity," Tyner-Wilson said.
Tyner-Wilson, who holds a degree in exercise
physiology, said about the general health of
Eastern's community, "I'm amazed at the number
of students who are overweight or out of shape.
Just going up a flight of stairs makes too many
people out of breath."
She stressed the importance of getting in a daily
exercise routine while still in college.
"Students will find it will be twice as hard to
getinto an exercise program out in 'the real world,"'
she said. "If they can make it a habit and be
dedicated to it now, they'll have a great start."
Bcatty offered some advice, "Starteasy so you
don't get discouraged. Don't set unrealistic goals.
"It's not going to happen if you say you're
going to run five miles today, and you've never
jogged before. Instead, maybe walk two miles a
day at a good pace and then work up to a higher
intensity," Bcatty said.
Start a habit of health
"The biggest advice I can offer is to just do
something, just do it," Tyner-Wilson said. "This is
the easiest time of your life to start a lifelong habit
of staying in shape."
Getting started now can lead to a change in
attitude later in life. Beatty found, like other students who already maintain a level of fitness, that
it is less difficult to stay with.
"I wanted to teach aerobics not just because it
was something to do. I always had exercised, and
it would feel weird if I didn't work out and stay in
shape."
Whether it's exercising in a residence hall
basement or walking laps at the track, the most
important thing is to do something good for your
body, and your future.

Progress/JIM QUK3GINS

Tommy Brokshlre spots for Eastern art graduate Dan Deforest as he bench presses
a few pounds at Ford's. Eastern also provides weight lifting for students In Begley.

i There's murder
and mayhem In
Powell Cafeteria.
See ACTIVITIES,
B5.
Baseball team
opens season
with two wins.
See SPORTS, B7.

Did you know?
"I think, therefore
i am." So said
French philosopher
and mathematician
Rene Descartes,
who was born on
this day in 1596 at
La Haye, Touraine,
France. Descartes
died of pneumonia
at Stockholm,
Sweden, on Feb.
11.1650.

Next week
■ Better your
career through a
summer Job

Progress/ JIM OUK3GINS

Helen Mryasato, a sophomore member of the Eastern volleyball team, works out In
the off season at Ford's Many athletes are motivated to exercise during the season
by their team practices, but the off-season brings less practice and less exercise. To
keep in shape, many athletes do just what Mryasato Is doing — off-season training.
Evan though non-athletic students do not have off- or on-saasons, a regular
workout can keep any student body In good condition — If you can get your mind
and body motivated to do something other than study and watch television.

Senior Holly Lewis of
Manchester pedals
her way to fitness on
a bike machine at
Ford's Fitness Center.
Many students find
that activities which
resemble daily life,
such as biking or
walking, are easie- to
get Involved In and
stick with over a long
period of time.
rogress/JIMQUIGGINS

Send your
announcements to
Ched Williamson or
Mery Ann Lawrence at
117 Donovan Annex

before noon Monday.
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Announcements

For art's sake

Aerobic classes are offered in Sullivan, Martin and
Telford halls. Check Die front
desks for times and location.

pjn.

The Annual Juried Art
Exhibit will be on display
through April 21 in the
Giles Gallery, Campbell
Building. Hours are 9:15 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
weekdays, 2-5 p.m. Sunday.

The Richmond Area Arts
Council is currently looking
for 1994-95 members. For
more information on membership, call 624-4242.
Phi Delia Kappa, the education honor society, will
award a $300 scholarship to a
full-time graduate student in
education at its April meeting. Application forms may
be picked up from either Dr.
John Gump in Combs 100
(#1382) or Dr. Robert J.
Miller in Memorial Science
B13(#2167).

basement located at 321 N. speak on "Aesthetics and SciSecond SL For more informa- ence" April 12in Walnut Hall,
tion, call 623-9120.
Keen Johnson Building at 8

Live Entertainment

7:009:30

Whitney Hall at 8p.m. Tickets are available by calling
584-7777 or 1-800-7757777.

Live Entertainment

SATURDAY/2

The Brass Ensemble will
perform at Brock Auditorium at Activities
7:30 p.m.
The Richmond Parks and
Recreation Department will
present the annual Easter
Pool hours for Weaver Clubs/Meetings
Student senate will hold an Egg Extravaganza from 11
pool for faculty, students and
staff are Monday-Thursday Open Forum from 4:45-6 p.m. a.m.-2 p.m. at the Irvinein the Kennamer Room, Powell McDowell Park.
from 4-5:30 p.m.
Building.

TODAY/31

FRIDAY/1

Clubs/Meetings

TUESDAY/5
Live Entertainment

A new session of clogChi Alpha will hold a Live Entertainment
Performance
artist
Laurie
ging
for beginners will start
weekly Bible study every
Thursday at 8 p.m. at Combs Anderson will appear at the today at the Richmond Parks
Kentucky Center for the Arts' and Recreation Department
116.

Keep in touch with those you love
with a pager
by

FREESPIRIT
For all the right reasons

M)

• Preactivated
• No Minimum Age
• No Credit Check

Channel 40 Movie
Schedule

Michael Forrest will per- Thursday/31
form a Faculty Recital in Brock Fuse Edward Scissorhands
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Second: Who's the Man
Third: Enchanted April

NEW WAY BOOT SHOP
Richmond «Ex»90-B. 1-75

623-7938

Friday/1
Live Entertainment
First Who's the Man
Mary Bruce Blackburn will Second: Enchanted April
perform with her dance com- Third: Edward Scissorhands
pany, the American Dance
Ensemble, at the Kentucky Sunday/3
Theatre for the Arts' Bomhard First Enchanted April
Theatre April 9 at 8 p m. Tick- Second: Edward Scissorhands
ets are available by calling Thud: Who's the Man
584-7777 or 1-800-7757777.
Monday/4
Fust Once Upon a Forest
Michael Collier, directorof Second: Young Guns
creative writing at the Univer- Third: This is Spinal Tap
sity of Maryland, will read
from his works April 10 at 2 Tuesday/5
p.m. in the Boyd Martin Ex- Fust Young Guns
perimental Theatre at the Ken- Second: This is Spinal Tap
tucky Center for the Arts. Ad- Third: Once Upon a Forest
mission is free.
Wednesday/6
Nobel Prize-winning chem- Fust This is Spinal Tap
ist William Lipscomb will per- Second: Once Upon a Forest
form a clarinet recital and Third: Young Guns
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UPCOMING

Colonels for Christ will hold
a Bible study at 8:30 p.m. in
Room D of the Powell Building.

NIGHTLY 7:15 9:30
SAT A SUN 1:45 4:15
7:15 930

NIGHTLY 7:00 930
SAT A SUN 1:30 4:00

Pink Flamingo

623-eee3
Owner: Augalyn R. Comb.

PSS
Uuh*yATanmncCo.
q]620BHH«Ave. 6234076

EKU ATHLETICS HIGHLIGHTS

UNIVEMlTV CENTER HOMO PHES'ENW

Friday, April 1,8 a.m., Women's Golf EKU Invite
Saturday. April 2,8 a.m., Women's Golf EKU Invite

Friday, April 1, 2:30 p.m., Men's Tennis vs. APSU
Saturday, April 2,10 a.m., Men's Tennis vs. Murray
Sunday, April 3,9 a.m., Women's Tennis vs. Tennessee Tech

TUEf • JIPJ? 5 • 7:30 PM
KEEN IOHNVON BULLQOOM
V

Dan Horn began practicing ventriloquism and puppeteering at the age of five......
and he took a lot of flack for it from other kids! But with every national television :-*
appearance, Dan is only too happy to have the laughs on him.
For the past 12 years Dan Horn and his puppets have performed on television, .;
at comedy clubs, colleges, conventions and casinos. Established as a univer- -';
sal entertainer, Dan Horn is going places. Literally! His performances on Fox j
network's "Comic Strip Live," Showtime's "Comedy Club Network," VH-1'sr;
"Stand-up Spotlight," and A&E's "An Evening at the Improv" have boosted Dan's \
demand for "Personal Appearances!" His likeable personality really comes
through in his one man (and a cast of several!) show. He is a true crowd pleaser!

'

Saturday, April 2,12 p.m., Baseball vs. APSU
Sunday. April 3,1 p.m., Baseball vs. APSU
Tuesday, April 5,3 p.m., Baseball vs. Miami
Wednesday. April 6,3 pan.. Baseball vs. Xavler

CENTER
tastarn Kentucky University

BOARD

B3

Racordsmrih Top 10
. Psntofa, rtr Boyona DnvM

BKk,-MriowOold. Soundtrack, -Abova tha RimMcday Crua,-Mo*»y Crua"
'. Soundtrack, Tha Crow*
r*unlailaia>a nailroad "Notorious"
. Nina Inch NMI, "Tna Downward Sowar
. Soundgardan, ■SupafunknowrT
i. Crash Tast Dummtas. "Qod ShuMad Hi* FaaT
10 Groan Day. "Dookw"

I

& entertainment
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Sawyer Brown strong 'All These Years' Pantera reinvigorates
metal with new release

By Chad Williamson
Artaadttor
A show that combined Tim
McGraw, Diamond Rio and Sawyer
Brown would
seem to assure
nonstop energy.
Yet it was in the
\MUSlC
quietest moments in the
Thursday night
show in Alumni
Coliseum where
the best was found.
In full country splendor from his
cowboy hat straight down to his boots.
Tun McGraw opened the show, sticking to honky tonk-flavored songs such
as "Country Boys and Girls Getting
Down on the Farm." He ventured into
Jimmy Buffeu territory in "Retried
Dreams," extolling on the virtues of
Mexico and tequila.
McGraw's natural stage presence
and humor added to the show, bringing out the best in the audience. Only
during the touching ballad "Don' tTake
the Girl," an assured hit about unconditional love, did the crowd ever sit
down.
But it was his "Indian Outlaw"
that brought the biggest response of
the night; the song carried in over a
wall of synthesizers that shook Alumni
Coliseum. It closed the too-short 25minuie set of a man who will be a
major name in country music within a
year.
Diamond Rio followed, bringing
with them more wound-up energy than
should be legal.
Lead singer Marty Roe never
seemed to rest, climbing atop stage
props and equipment during the hour
show.
They also brought with them the ir
trademark harmony on songs such as
"Oh Me Oh My" and "Meet in the
Middle." But they seemed most effec-

By Joe Castle
Managing aditor

Prograss/BRETT DUNLAP
Newcomer Tim McGraw
contributed an impressive set.
live when they kept things simple.
The show occasionally dragged,
especially when bassist Dana Williams felt the urge to spout off about the
heat in Alumni, but it was redeemed
by a short but impressive solo from
drummer Gene Jackson.
Sawyer Brown, along with their
10 years of hits, carried with them
nonstop power in the form of lead
singer Mark Miller. Beginning with
"The Boys and Me," Miller and the
band charged through seven songs
before speaking to the crowd, who had
stayed on their feet even through more
down tempo tunes such as "Cafe on
the Corner."
Miller, whose mother graduated
from Eastern 30 years ago, said the
show was a homecoming. During this
time, the band did a trio of songs in
stripped down combo style, keeping
to acoustic instruments.
The highlight was a revved-up
version of Bruce Homsby's "The Long
Valley Road," powered by guitarist

Progress/BRETT DUNLAP
Sawyer Brown lead singer Mark Millar and guitarist Duncan
Cameron strut their stuff and keep up the energy during a
concert at Alumni Coliseum Thursday night.
Duncan Cameron's light-speed banjo. shed the "bubble gum" label they once
Miller and the band were consum- had in their most recent songs, includmate performers, feeding off the ing the moving "All These Years" and
crowd's enthusiasm throughout the the John Mcllancamp-esque "Outskirts
show. The band also proved they had of Town."

Loud, heavy, socially unacceptable and distorted out the wazoo,
make no mistake about it:
Pantera IS
metal, and
proud of it
Remember
way back in the
1980s? There
was a form of
music called
"heavy metal."
Lots of bands out now — like
Nirvana, Soundgardcn and similiar
groups— would have been thrown
in the heavy metal section in the
record store back in the '80s.
Not anymore.
Now, they're "grunge" or "alternative" or some other music industry buzz bin horse hootie, and
most of them are perfectly happy to
settle for somebody else's label.
Not Pantera. This Texas foursome is completely unashamed to
hang its hat on the ol' heavy metal
peg, and it does so with a previouslyunheard ferocity on the new album
"Far Beyond Driven."
Working with co-producer Terry
Date once again, drummer and resident technical whiz Vinnie Paul has
produced a surprisingly accessible
album from his bandmates' raw
tracks. It's hard to believe a recording this heavy and progressive can
be this listenable.

But rather than mark themselves
as an icon of a bygone era, these
Tcxans have thrown some updated
influences into the musical mix, giving the Pantera sound a fresh twist
The industrial "stcp-on-the-caT
wail Dimcbag Darrcll forces out ofhis
guitar on "Becoming" turns what could
have been an average metal tune into
a near-dance track — no kidding.
"Good Friends and a Bottle of
Pills" sounds like it would be just as
appropriate on the upcoming Ministry release, incorporating Paul's
lightning-fast drumming and Rex's
aggressive bass work with Phil
Anseimo's mellow-to-mad vocals
and more of Dimcbag's inventive
guitar noises. "Pills" also features
some of the most disturbing lyrics
on the disc. If this track doesn't show
what overblown hardcore drug abuse
can lead to, nothing will.
And the jewel in this musical
crown is an emotional cover of Black
Sabbath's "Planet Caravan," featuring acoustic guitar and bongos. Even
the usually hyper-aggressive
Anselmo calms down for this one,
showing that he can sing when he's not
trying to scream over his bandmates.
Lest fans think "Planet Caravan" means the band is going to put
out a cover album or show up on
MTV's "Unplugged," Phil even includes a disclaimer for the song.
"We think you'll dig it," Phil
writes. "If you don't don't f***ing
listen to it"
Spoken like a true heavy metal
poet

MAR-TAN
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IN HOUSE EYE GLASS LAB

• STUDENT
SPECIALS

•TUESDAY
TAC0 & BEER
$1
2-4 and 8-10 p.m.
• WEDNESDAY
$1.59
MARGARITAS
ALL DAY i

%incon fyCei(icano

;$2 off

*

I

Only for Dinner
Mon.-Thur.
expires 4/6/94

expires 4/6/94

263 East Main
Downtown
Richmond

Full Time
Hearing Aid Center
OPEN
MON. -TUBS. -THUS. • FBI. 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM
WED. * SAT. 9:00 AM 12 NOON

623-4267
205 GEBI LANE • RICHMOND KY

Double Fajitas I
I
|

ReGisll
Men'

TWo Combination
Dinners
Only for Dinner

!$T99

•^k
^ 7 On the comer of
\."
Water * First St.

• THURSDAY
DINNER
SPECIALS

• EYEGLASSES
•DESIGNER FRAMES
Complete Optical &

I

624-5054

Haircut $10
Cut «c Style $H-2
Walk-ins welcome

624-0066
Richmond Mall

Rated X Party Patrol
Call 622-1885 for more Information.

Celebrating the Grand Opening
of
&*"*"*
By Friday, April 1st!
■ Supar Circuit
Training

■ RaabokStap

Aorotxcs
■ xjAarobic*
ClaaaasAWaafc
■ Dial Program*
■ Tanning Bads
■ tQo** Playroom
■ LifaStaps
■ FraaWaights
■ UfaCyda*
■ Indoor Track

RratTima
Vial
Incanbva!

-.

■

'//W/,v

'*♦:

624-01 oormSassr

Econo Lodge
formerly Thrifty Dutchman

$25 for a
single room
Eastern Bypass 623-8814
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Sand your suggestions
for PEOPLE to Chad
Williamson or Satona
Woody at 117 Donovan
Annex or call 1882.
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Kendall tells senators about Head Start value
By Emily Leath
Statt writer

Jeannie Kendall never imagined
she would be graduating from Eastern
with a degree in education this May.
Kendall also never imagined she
would be sitting in U.S. Sen. Ted
Kennedy's chair in Washington, DC,
where she was brought to testify on
behalf of the Head Start program that
not only helped two of her four children, but virtually turned her life
around.
"I grew up in a very traditional
family." Kendall said. "Neither my
mother nor my grandmother finished
high school, even though they, like
me, were told they were college material."
Like her role models before her,
Kendall decided to be a full-time
home maker and mother for 13 years.
"I grew more and more despondent. My world.was very dark and
quiet," she said.
It was not until she enrolled one of
her sons in the Head Start program in
Bourbon County that Kendall saw
other opportunities.
She became a volunteer and spent
nine years teaching GED and literacy
classes for the Bourbon County Adult
Education Center.
Kendall then decided to return to
school herself to get her teaching degree, so she could be a school teacher.
In February, Kendall was asked to
testify before a joint congressional
committee on appropriations for the

Photo submitted

San. Christopher Dodd congratulated Kendall on her speech.

national Head Start program. The
House's Subcommittee on Human
Resources worked with the Senate's
Labor and Human Resources Subcommittee on Children, Families,
Drugs and Alcoholism.
California Rep. Matthew G.
Marunez.chairmanof the House Subcommittee on Human Resources, invited Kendall to come to Washington. He wrote, "As a former Head
Stan parent, you can help us understand how Head Stan was a success
for you, and how we can ensure that
all Head Start programs can provide
the best opportunities for low-income
children."
Two days later, Kendall arrived

in the Capitol.
"As the plane was circling, my
first impression of Washington was,
'Oh my God! It's real!' It's kind of
pathetic that in the middle of my life
I can be impressed by the presence of
a city."
The night before her speech, she
was allowed to visit the congressional
chambers.
"I played around in all the seats. I
sat down in Senator Kennedy's chair
and kicked my feet up on the desk.
When I came back to give my speech,
I was so comfortable. It was like my
room. It was a dream, an absolute
dream."
Kendall had six minutes to make

her very personal pleas before the
joint session. "What I was trying to
sell to them was that no one can put
a price on the self-esteem I regained
from the program. I had 10 be confident and look them right in the eye so
they could see that"
She said she feels the speech was
very well received. After her testimony, Sen. Christopher Dodd approached her to compliment her on
"words he would never forget"
"I strongly believe in what I spoke
on," Kendall said. "I think we have
to catch children early. Sometimes,
they get trapped in a home environment that doesn't stimulate learning.
We need to reach them and the parents as well to show them the importance of education."
Kendall is now student teaching
sixth grade at Bourbon County
Middle School and continuing her
work at the adult education center.
She will graduate in May, appropriately on Mother's Day. She also
wants to stay involved in the Head
Start program.
She said in her speech, "It encouraged a backward, late-blooming flower that she could do the job
in adult education; this job that now
fits her like a glove. That woman
who enrolled in Head Start would
have simply repeated the cycle before her. But through her involvement she found the power to change
her future, which in turn has been
blessed to evoke change in many
others."
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Today: The Blue Ice Affair,"
5-7 p.m.. Powell Top Floor.

campus]

April 12: Spring Fling.
April 22: Earth Day and
> Random Acts of Kindness

Thursday. March 31,1994
Mary Ann Lawrence, Activities editor

r • Day.

Egg-citing Easter hatched

HUBBA HUBBA HOT TUB-A-THON

By Susan L. Smith
Staff writer

Progress/BRETT DUNLAP

Phi Delta Thtta members Jason Goodln (left) end Bobby Craek relax at the Hot-Tub-A-Thon.

or most people,
one of the fondest
memories of Easter is that of standing in the yard,
looking eagerly
about for the hiding place of a small
brightly colored egg and knowing that it
holds a prize.
College students cannot beexpected
to give up all of their childhood at once
and, if you aren't going home for Easter, there's plenty of stuff to do on
campus to help you celebtate.
ZeB Phi Beta sorority is hosting an
after-Easter egg hunt April 4 in the Powell
Plaza area. Each egg will have cash and
food prizes, donated by area merchants.
"There is no limit to the number of
eggs a person may find," said Zeta Phi
Beta member Tiffany Mayficld.
Super 1 Foods is sponsoring an
Easter egg hunt from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday in the Irvine-McDowell Park
for children ages 2-10. The Owsley

Fork Farm Petting Zoo will participate
in the event, and pony rides will be
available. Abo, a magician will be on
hand.
"We will need help Tilling helium
balloons, help with games and help hiding
eggs," said Trina Can, program director
for the Richmond Parks and Recreation. If
you would bite to help with the event,
contact Can- at 623-8753.
The First Christian Church of Richmond will be hosting an egg hunt at 3
p.m. on April 3 at the E.C. Million Park
on Tales Creek Road.
"Students are welcome, and there arc
some already involved,'' said Rev. Dan
Netting, pastor of the church. "If they
warned to, they could dye eggs for the
hum."
If you are interested in helping, contact Netting at 623-4328.
There are also several reli-z ^
gious activities.
Z^*^
The First Christian (-STjJ
Church will present ^—^—
Maundy Thursday, a
reenactment of the
Last Supper.
V.

"They (the actors) will be in costume and talking like they did during
that time period," said Netting.
Eastern students Chad Mullins,
Michael Cummins and Justyn Lynoti
will pdrtray Christ and two of his disciples in the event
Sunrise services
On Sunday, the First Christian
Church will have a sunrise service and
then another service at 10:45 a.m.
Holy Thursday and Good Friday
services will begin at 7 p.m. at St.
Mark's Catholic Church. The Easter
Vigil Mass will begin at 8 p.m Saturday.
Easter Sunday mass at the Newman
Center will be at 10:15 a.m. and at St.
Mark's at 11:15 a.m. For more infiltration, call 624-9400.
Also, an interdenominational sunrise service will be held at 7 a.m. Santoy in the Ravine. The inspirational
speaker will be David McNeal of
Intervarsity Ministric%and music will
be provided by the Baptist Student
Union.

ELEMENTARY, MY DEAR WATSON

Murder on Top Floor's menu
■ Board plan
We Just want to create
serves up murder a
excitement and something new.
with vegetables

99

— Rick Thomas, Top Floor manager
By Shannon Conley
Staff writer

Sometime during a banquet-style
. reception held tonight at the Powell Top
Floor, a prominent citizen will be murdered, and everyone is welcome to join
in the fun of solving the mystery.
"The Blue Ice Affair" is a special
i event dinner sponsored by Eastern's
Board Plan in order to offer something
special to the regular Board Plan stu- dents. It will begin at 4:30 p.m. in the
Powell Top Floor cafeteria.
Board Plan members get in free, but

residence hall groups have a $5 per
head charge and individuals a $6.50
charge.
"Board Plan members eat here
every day," said Top Floor manager
Rick Thomas. "We just want to create
excitement and something new.
"Eating is a big social svsat, mi
we are trying to avoid boredom by not
having the same meal every day. It
also creates excitement for the employees."
In years past, the Board Plan has

Is It Time
For Your
Eye Exam?
All Types of Contact Lenses In Stock:
♦Disposable
♦Extended Wear
♦Colored Soft Contact Lenses
"Visul Examination for Eyeglasses"

Dr. Marion Roberts - Optometrist
205 1/2 GERI LANE
RICHMOND. KY 40475

623-6643
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wed. & Sat. 8 a.m. - noon

Member of the Kentucky Optometric Association

Nu Wave Hair Designs
y matrixESSENTIALS

i$10 OFF
; Full set of nails
; expires 4-30-94 j

ItOORFi
Perm
expires 4-30-94 j

We'll take your hair from limp to luxuriously bouncy with a
Matrix Essentials perm. You'll love the look of your new lowmaintenance curls. And rich Matrix Essentials conditioners
wiH leave your hair feeling better than before penning.
CaH for an appointment today.

521 La^ghway Drive
Raymond, Ky 40475

l<

623-8993
Owner: AugaJyn R. Comba

sponsored dinners with such themes
as Monte Carlo, a Caribbean Cruise,
the Kentucky Derby and a Chicagostyle speak-easy.
A lot of time goes into the preparation of the dinner. Food types are
researched for each different theme
«a atdar lo-ofler authentic foods.
The menu consists of carved roast
beef, turkey flakes, com O'Brien,
oven-roasted potatoes, green beans,
Waldorf and layered salads, nonalcoholic wine, a vegetable tray, and

assorted rolls and desserts.
This is the first year the cafeteria
has gone outside of itself for the entertainment. The murder will be performed by Murder Ink, an acting troupe
that specializes in this type of dinner
theater.
The participants will be asked to
try to sol ve the mystery within the twohour dinner.
The person who comes closest to
cracking the case will win a Panasonic
stereo. In the event of a tie, a drawing
will be held.
"It (the dinner) not only looks and
sounds good," said Cindy Foster, a
senior public relations major who is
helping to coordinate the event, "but it
is when the best food comes out. The
food is pan of the scene. It allows the
employees to show off their creativity."

Photo submitted

The Blue Ice Affair is a mystery you can solve at Top Floor.

MtCflgl I,fliipHrnniats. Inc.
r

T

^i^rlMB aWlilf

Name brands like Nike, Reebok,
Wilson, Rawlings, Starter
Sports equipment,
apparel, footwear
and accessories 3^
Everyday low
prices

•Wash and Fold Service
•Tanning Salon Packages
•Modern Dry Cleaning
•Coin Operated Machines
•Call for monthly tanning prices

V
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Lanny Brannock. Sports edttor

This Week In Sports
Aats *• Womsn*go* taarn
hosts the EKU Invitational at
Arlington beginning st 8 s.m.
April lr2 Men's tenme t»*m
hosts Austin Posy Frtdsy st 2:30
pjn. and Murray St st 10 s.m.
Saturday.

SPORTS

Aprti 3 Women's tennis hosts
Tennessee Teen st 9 e. m.
Austto Peay Sunday at 1 p.m.. ■
Miami. Ohio Tuesday st 3 p.m.
and Xavier Wed. at 3 p.m.

Colonels shut down, shut out Pacers
■ Wiggins picks up win
with complete game

Poetic
justice
would
be start
Scholarship! are taken here,
given there.
Sports areas, sod that's no fair.
What do you suppose should be
done?
Give it all to the women, and
walch them run, run, run.
Make the percentage 60-40. cut
the football team down.
Take the nonprofit sports sad
bury them in the ground.
Shake it all up and watch the
coaenrj MUMBI
They are left out in die cold and
it ju« doesn't inatier.
They have so opinion," was
the president's say,
"They're so food we can take
their scholarships away."
Wed. set a cine. Morehead,
that's what you need to do.
Your football learn is gone, and
your coach is, loo.
I hate to see this happen at such
a fine school.
Next year your opponents are
all going to drool.
Get used to the word lose, 'cause
that's what you'll do.
And give all the thanks to you
know who.
Robert Eaglin is die one to
Maine. I believe.
and the one breathing down his
neck is Gender Equity.
It has come to pass that
Morehead State will cut out scholarship football by 1998. Old news
to some.but with the start of spring
practice this week, I have to wonder how it is going for the Eagles
squad so far.
They still haveone. don't they?
Yeah, I guess that's what it
could be called.
It is probably more 1 ike s football team that was just hit with an
H-bomb.
Congratulations and a sincere
pat on the back goes to former
Eagle coach Cole Proctor for hying io keep schohrships sad for
bailing out an admim.*-1 ration that
turned its back on ban.
I think I would have done the
same a long time ago.
I have lo wonder, though, how it
felt lobe handcuffed by your boss
and slapped in the face, theoretically and hypothetical!y speaking,
when the scholarship proposal was
made.
Wat there really anything that
Proctor could have done lo keep
the Morehead team, and eventually the athletic program, from
crumbling around him?
Probably not
In a situation that is starting lo
affectEastern athletics as weU, gender equity has claimed its Tirst victim.
It is much like s grenade exploding on civilians. The football
teams are nothing but innocent
bystanders.
Don't get me wrong, equity
could be a very good thing.
If each athlete in a sports program were funded the same, that
would be equity. Each scholarship
athlete would receive the
amount.
Equality, in other words.
To split the separate teams up.
however, is harder.
My proposal is; finding Ihe per
centage that can be funded by a
school of the maximum number of
- scholarsfuru allowed by the NCAA,
and give ate same pinrtaagr io
each learn; making it equal for all
For example, if ah
mis funded* 85 percent of ihe
s Buaber of scholarships
allowed, every learn should be.
As it stand, the percentage
hoped lo be reached by gender eq
uky. 60-40, just doesn't look equal
io me.

records) 3-2.
"Any time yon can
throw a shutout, that's an
acconyslshmfm. He threw
strikes sad was stoned the
ptaue allday."Colonel baseBy Lanny Brannock
Baseball
ball coach Jim Ward said.
Sports •drtof
Wiggins only got four
runs
in a snuul|jark, according to Ward, and did
The Colonel baseball team pitched past the
Tennessee-Martin Pacers Saturday with a stadaai that four nmt would be enough lo win
doubieheader sweep at Pacer Field in its first the ball game.
Junior catcher Blake Barthol and freshman
Ohio Valley Conference games of the year.
Junior Jon Wiggins was brilliant in the first first baseman Brandos Derger heaped provide
game, scattering four hits over seven innings ki the ran support for Eastern with consecutive
a 4-0 complete game shutout improving Ins home runs in the lop of the four* inning with

mare

he also gave up five rant, four

two

Barthol drove in Greg Gilbert with a tworun Mast that sailed over the center field wall.
then Berger added a homer lo left, giving the
Crjfcaaelsa3-OrisBaoaramwnaMBotbethreatened.
David Morris sko threw well for the Colonels (12-7. 2-0) in the second game, sad the
Cotoaei bats came aMve to sapport him hi a 135dnjbbaagwiml3b*ts.
"We had two errors n the fim timing. We
didn't get real good support in the fiminaing,WsrdmkL
The Pacer bats were once again kept in
check.«Mc«Tu(4-l)8Uowed<»ryt«liitt,but

Eastern trailed 4-1 going into the top of the
inatag, bat pounded oat sbt nmt m me
, and got five in the next»take a comfortable 12-4 lead.
This thne it was Often sad Man Maynard
who provided the long balls for the Cotoneta.
Maynard had a productive day at the pune,
gong 2-4 with the three run homer in the fifth
Senior second baseman Jason Stem wat
ed OVC player of the week hat week. Stein
11-22 from me pane with ihtn» tImiNra sari
RBI**,

Lady
Colonels
split two
■ Eastern to
make up missed
games April 8-9
By Matt McCarty

Proof •••/BRETT DUNLAP
Cane* Emssrsceh/sstrmbston from tssir^

Eastern track begins
outdoor season
By Matt McCarty
Assistant sports edaor

Eastern Kentucky hosted the EKU Cellular One Invitational track meet last Saturday with teams from Notre
Dame, Western Kentucky and Southwestern Michigan
competing.
Although the teams were hinIdered by the cold weather, overall the
I meet was successful.
"We're relatively pleased the
the meet went" Coach Rick
i said "The weather hindered
our performance.'*
The meet was sot scored, which made it a good
opportunity for Eastern to ay people at some different
events.
Several Eastern tracksiers had top times and scores in
their respective event, including Tim Menoher, who had
the best time in the 1500-meter run with 3:59.36 to win his
heat, and Arnold Payne, who had two first place finishes
on the day.
Indoor All-American Payne had a 21.64 in the 200meter dash to tie with Notre Dame's DeanLytle, who is
also a fullback for the Fighting Irish football team.
Payne was also a member of the victorious 4x100meter relay team, along with Darrell Gamer, Dennis
Tool* and Robert Boukfah.
Esstem also took first place in the women's 4x 100meta relay. Marjona Howard, CandiEsles, Nicole Embry
and Tiffany Mayfield were the members of the winning

Praoreee/BRETT DUNLAP
EKU I

Teams in town for Easter
By Janeen Miracle
Wkhthe
,j of the loaded lineup of
■MUeremischrdalrdioramEasyet weekend.
The men 'sand women's tenais
teams are hosting Tennessee Tech,
Murray State and Aastia Peay. the

lcompetttoasat2:30Friday afternoon widi matches againat
l Peay. At 9 am. Saturday.
a'ssnmsmanptajiMiisj
M'sieamrmishes at 3 pm. on Sunday against
Tennessee Tech,
TrsamrnirhTeasfflggtasasm
the matches are uuputtant because
if Che teams win, they wii be on a
satootherroadto 1 iligtaeQhio
/assyOoataeace.
•The reason we play coafer-

SEE

PA6EB7

The Lady Colonels also did well in the 100-meter
. Estet and Embry ran the two fastest times, posting
a 12.12 and 12.37, respectively, io go one-two in their
heat
Howard ran the event in 12.99, which was good
enough for first in her heat and fourth overall.
Eastern will try lo continue lo run well tomorrow and
Saturday ask competes in the William and Mary Invitational.

On the
road
again'—
Eastern's
track team
will go
back to the
road again
this Friday
and
Saturday
as It
competes
in the
William
and Mary
Invitational
track meet.

The Lady Colonel softball
had a couple of splits this pan weekend as it traveled to Tennessee for a
pair of doubteneaders against Middle
Tennessee State and Tennessee State,
respectively.
One of the spats happened wan
the weather as the learn got the games
in against Middle Tennessee Stale,
but were rained out against Tennessee
State.
The other spat for Eastern came
on Saturday when it split s pair of
games agamst Middle.
Easter, won the feat game 6-1
while falling in Ihe second contest 5-4.
'^eieaUyoutntayedlhemlhefint
game." Coach Jsne Worthington said.
"R was a preay coaviacing win."
They were outplayed in the second game because they "put so much
emphasis on the first gsme."
Worthington said
"We're still young," she said. "We
make one error, and we panic"
The Lady Colonels trailed the Lady
Raiders 5-3 going into die seven*
inning. The deficit was cut to one on a
soto home run by Katie Collins, but
that was as close as the Lady Cotonds
goL stranding one runner on second
Eastern got behind 1-0 early with
two errors and never really recovered.
Annette Vivier was the pitcher of
record picking up the toss.
Jamie Parker picked up the victory
in dm opening contest, throwing a
complete game.
Parker also had a good day at the
plate, going 4-4 in the opening contest
and 1-4 in the second.
Collins went 1-4 in Ihe first game
and 3-4 in the second game.
KeUey Anderson went 3-8 in both
games.
Yesterday afternoon Eastern
ptayed two games against Morehead.
The Lady Colonels swept me Lady
Eagles, whining Ihe first game 5-0 and
the second game 7-0.
Next up for Eastern will be double
headers against the University of Tennessee-Martin Friday. Austin Peay
Saturday and Southeast Missouri Sunday.
The next few weeks will be s test
for Eastern as well as the rest of the
league because now is when teams
will begin to show their "true form."
"It's goons be s fight to the end,"
Worthington said.

Weather delays spring fling
By Lanny Brannock
Sports'
With the blustery conditions that
showed up Monday still here and not
wanting to let up, the football team
was stuck inside again yesterday and
was iiotaMe to get outside for the stsrt
of spring football practice.
"Now we me skmting for Tharsday, Friday or Saturday." Coach Roy
Kidd said. "It's jun s typical spring."
The Colonels didn't start hat year
until April 6.
Kidd expects mere will be a lot of
competition between die players for

"We'll basically start off with our
first team that we ended with last year.
IcvsltrnMnymfwrsyrlsympractice,"
Kidd said. "Someone may move up in
spring, and that may be turned around
in the fafl."
The most uariguing fight for s
starting rxajtionwtil beat the quarter
back spot Peon Stale transfer John
Sacca wifl bank leasraing starter Greg
Couch and senior Ron Jones.
T reaUylwpe that there is s tot of
competition on that team. I want to
start But that snot as important to me
re the learn hC Coach and.
BacaBpouaraMbarkiSesaGankiy
and Derek Jones have been moved to

defensive backs lo make room for the
top three quarterbacks.
"R woau be hard to work with
five quarterback*. What you try to do
is build some depth." Kidd said.
There will also be stiff competition » the bnckra^ f« the Colonels
SB well. Robot Bouldin, William
Morrell and Eric Clay wiU all battle
for die starting halrark position, as
weU as Kentucky transfer Dan Hicks.
Trie fullback spot is up for grabs
between Carlo Stalbrigs sad Bryan
Dickerson. Kidd also said tast every
defensive baentan job is open, and
some of the oflcativr liss-maa jobs are
open as well.
\

■i
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.CLEAN STORE- Cl£AN CLOTHES

PREVIEW: Eastern to host sporting events
i doybkheader oa Saturday wiU be
so JOB WigsmsaadDavidMorrk, Saa- Coach Jim dayJc«Wean*eThohzwiUbea>eiiBftatoalofwm- mfpacher.

"Bar*

mtftw
lifwewm
at la a wwpeca»e draw."

it placet tey'rereal
Ward ami. "We
mocesof aJaftwOVClookgood.
The to
"WephijwIfiwaM—mamhmiwl aaes asaas bstos *• OVC toanav
ia*eflmOVC arnica, ami we was BBB* BM woa its first two.
thM.-HigfiBiiMd.-'AiMtiBPwvwUl
Ward ia*il»«|aB»M are irnpor
he a coMender. but we have pretty taattowm.
It's critical that we play well.

"It'sharder to wiaoa the
ao we aeed to wm onr home
I."

TasCeiOBBlil
Peay ia a
at Turkey tfaghea Held.

Ward said the team han't had any
yet, bat chat attenfor midweek fame* is hi*Hifpar .Mats the weather may
of the crowd
tmsi
nrVBwtfseweaawufpod,weget
a lot of fan support," Higgms said.
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"Fresh Produce Brought
In Daily"

80.28

3. Lorraine Donna

1 Free Wash
Student check cashing

NOW
OPEN!
Kelly's Fruit
Market

3:59.36

2. TWarw Mayflild

Present coupon for

Waal aad HajiM saU the aaaai

SCOREBOARD

Wotnan'i Shot PU

WASH

Ward said rae starting plcaers for

Tfcey wfl aha ptay Peay at 2 pa.

Osuu ifUwasu
llninsurl
oucy

Katy Davis ^
CfyStaa C*A*QJ.
MeaaeaCox

67-01-178
86-90-183
03-03-188
08-01-187
103-108-208

Special Happy Hour
,-&&%*

624-2873
9 to 6 Everyday
Comer of Eastern By-Pass &
Lancaster Ave.

4:30 p.m.Closing

^^
%;

39 M

(UndertheWcfimondBank) 623-0305

■HTfTnTlffiTt"^

Clip and save coupons found in
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

Taylor's Sporting Goods
Attention Greeks:
See Taylor's for all your
Plaques - Trophies - Custom Engraving
•OaeaSi

7s»». • 033-0817

•0<

.v
UK IIMOM), KV

1059 BLRl A UD
SEAFOOD

Our New Shrimp Corobinatioas
Are Now On Sale!

new

B>

Three Great Shrimp Dinners
Starting from just $3.99! Choose
from the New 20-piece Shrimp
Dinner, the New Shrimp and
Fish Dinner or the New Shrimp
and Stuffed Crab Dinner.

Shrimp
Sensations!

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.

SHRIMP & I-RIESB CHICKLN ^FRIIS
• Bite Size Shrimp, Cr*i*>c! Chicken, Fries,
CO^**
I Fries Hush Puppies* Smm
J
' Hush *"**** *
ZJ"
• at Cocktail Sauce
\ Sweet k Sour Sauce mm
l«a-aVk-V*/M.ISMBMlamniiiiw-tKy

\jJ^/. ■"■■mw.mmma
•=»«& s

FISH & PRIES
Fish, Fries,
Hush Puppies
& Tartar Sauce

fi DINNER C OLI'O.N

$725:
0%lM. $1»o
ami
! Dinner
JL OFF

I ofStr E>pi-> 4/4/44 l(Bt etna
I had. Rxhtnond. Ky

TO1:

wl» any o*«t coupon or
E«p— 4 /•/♦*■ I0S»

,B»

Steak & Shrimp Dinner

NE\N

• 4 oz. Steak
• 5 Butterfly Shrimp
• Slaw • Fries * Breadslick

$5'

Bring in this Basket
& Save a Buck.
WE DELIVER
624-9241

•suBwnv*

t«

r>

Personally speaking, what you drive
says a lot about who you are. So why
not say you're one of the most exciting,
fun-loving, even sensible people going?
In other words, why not say it with a
sporty new Ford or Mercury?

<J» P" MQ

00
w
I^m
s^
'%.
^
'«m **» *fe
i*

Si

Trrcrc's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You...
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it your Own...
• $400 Cash Bade or • a Special Finance Rate*

Now's the perfect time to make a
personal statement—because the 1994
Ford & Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program** gives you your choice
of $400 cash back or a special
finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified
applicants pre-approved credit up to
$18,000 or the MSRP whichever is
lower, which could mean no down payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days
in most states (excluding Michigan,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask
about the College Graduate Purchase
Program, (Its a terrific way to show the
world just how smart you really are!)

■Special Finance rate alternative ond Ford Credit programs not available on leoses
••To be eligible, you mint graduate with o bachelor* or graduate degree, or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/94
ond 9/30/94 This program is in odditon to all other notional customer incentives, except lor other Ford private offers,
including the Young Buyer Program You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1/94 and 9/30/95
Some customer ond vehicle restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details
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SPORTS

COMFORT,
CCWVENIENCE
AND SAVINGS.

Eastern track: No
Payne, no gain
By Kimberlee Roberts
Contributing writer
Tales*, discipline Mid setfconfidence drive sophomore All- American
track sensation Arnold Payne to give
competaon ■ run for their money.
Payne, who placed fir* in the400meter dash with a daw of 4834 is the
Indian* Invitational, helped win the
OVC title for F—era, sad qualified
him for the NCAA indoor track championships in mrMsaapolii March 11
and 12.
" Arnold was a major pan of at
winning the OVC championship.''
teammate Keene Bryant said.
But being named All American
was just icing on the cake for Payne
after aNo. 16 ranking.
"I was 16th in the nation, but now
I'm eighth," Payne said.
Although Payne hat never competed in indoor track, he is no stranger
to racing. He catered his first race at
age 5, and his love for running and
speed has developed ever since.
Payne came to Eastern from Zim-

babwe, Africa, after he transferred from
Palm Beach Atlantic College. After
meeting Back coach Rick ErdmarM
snd400 taffi IB«II 1 uaiPaUsaisa
Subway sandwich shop in Georgia
. Payne decided to
lo Eastern and run track bei Beach, where he was oa
.didnothavea

<&
The AOSEPr Total Core Pack is the
perfect solution to your lens core needs.

After being watched by Arizona
State. North Caroline State and Eastem at open meets. Payne chose East-

I he AONtOT* liml CMC PMfc* >- '" cr.) eMMSM **) '" k"W >■*"
HMHatl k*i»NC\ ik-«n .in.t comliwlahlr
DiMtfiHil lu U.I jp(»ii«iiiiaul) ihice NuakV the *.OSLrT T'H«I Cat*
rVli U • uaivcnicnl usvtflmem "I k-n\ urc poiducls

is a positive attitude toward the team. He is a very easy runner
to deal with.- Eidrnana said
Payne said that a positive altitude
plays a big part when k comes lo
success. He said u bothers him when
runners ratine the coach for not milling them run hard enough.
The runner has lo do their part,"
he said.
Payne plans lo play s part oa
Zimbabwe'sOlyinpic team at the 1996
Prograta^RETTDUNUvP
Olympics, and hopes to become a pro- Sophomora All-American Arnold Payna ka a Mur to most of his
fessional track i
oppoiissttelnthodawoiiieiefiw^

II > ma avaalaMr in M) Mure and n»hi mm you ..." jci t«lra «aiinf t wilh a
S5 m rehae h v ihe pcrlcci voluiion to *avi*J >"u lime ind mnnc>
Make ...i appuMmeni inday or JUM Mnf> in and -*r ho» much you can If*
»nh in. AOSI FT" Tuial Care Pack"

Dr. David B. Coleman
623-6812
Eastern By-Pass
College Park Center

If you have any great story ideas call
THE EASTERN PROGRESS

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
North American Van Lines is now
accepting applications from college
students and staff for us Summer Fleet
Program.
Summer is the busy season in the movingindustry, and we need your help to
handle the load. We will leach you to
safely operate an IS-wheet rig and
load household goods cargo - at no
cost. We pay your room and board
while you're in training. Once you
receive your Commercial Driver's License, we'll pay you $425 per week,
plus $125 per week living expenses,
plus bonus.

Douglas
Metric Radial
Passenger Tires

To qualify, you must be 21 years old,
have a good driving record, and be
available for training in May (the end
of April would be even betterl)

Was 29.96

No. 155R12

Take a break from the classroom, and
make the most of your summer with
North American Van Lines. We'll
promise you an adventure you'll never
forget.

• 40,000-mile manufacturer's warranty 155SR13, WaS31.96
• Tread design offers superior
165SR13, Was 39.96

SS^^'&'ZSr*

• Black-on-black sidewall styling has
an international appearance
• Available in European metric sizes

Call 1-800-348-2147, Dept. ZB-48.

northAmerican.

BF Goodrich Excentia
Passenger Tires

Allied Sporting Goods B6

Domino's B4

Down Under B7
Dr. David Coleman B8
Dr. Robots B5
EKU Athletic Highlight B2
EconoLodge B3
First Gear A4

185/70SR14, Was 46.96
195/70SRI4, Was 49.96

215

Jd.Vb
34.96
36.96

No. PISS/OORIS^
23.96
24.96 Was 24.96 J^m
25.96
28.96
Jrl*
/7\M\>5^^ 1'
29.96
/OTCJJ
31.96 • ■AOMatst
>»S^
32.96 manufacturer's warranty
• Tread designed
34,96 for all-season traction ^VYJCWH
36.96 and improved handling
38.96 in mud and snow

P165/80R13, Was 29.96...
P175/B0R13,Was31.96...
P188B0RT3, Was 32.96 .
P185T75R14, Was 35.96...
P195/75R14, Was 36.96...
P205/75R14, Was 38.96...
P20Sf7SR1S, Was 39.96.
P21S/75R15, Was 43.96...
P225T75R15, Was 44.96 ..
P235/75R15, Was 46.96

Aini.KTIM KS

Centerboard B2

J22S5JJ'X££-2
l05rT05Hl3, Was 4b.9o

24.96
25.96

Douglas Xtra-Trac Passenger Tires

THE
EASTERN
PROGRESS
Apollo's A3
AKMYROTC A6
Captain D't B7

%

• 50,000-mile
manufacturer's warranty
• M&S rated for mud and
snow with excellent
traction in any weather
conditions
• Designed for durability
and a smooth,
quiet ride

P165MM13, Was 36.96
M75«R13,Was3996
P185/80R13,Was4396
P185/75B14, Was 45.96
P195/75R14, Was 47.96

31.96
33.96
36.96
40.96
42.96

PROTECTION PACKAGE

P205/75R14, Was 51.96
P205/75R15, Was 51.96
P215/75R15, Was 53.96
P225/75fl15, Was 55.96
P20S>70n14. Was 52.96
P23SY7SR15, Was 57.96

44.16
45.96
47.96
49.16
50.96
51J6

Waa 32.96
P155/80R13

Ford Motor Co. B7

Every Day

What avakiel You get five OWsrsnt
services at one low price, includes
•Hoao nazaro rttpsjoamant

•FtMRolRspsIr
•Free RotiaVns
•Wa)vs Stems
Package for Each Psfformance or Truck Trs,
.1150

Package lot Each
Passenger Tire

Michelin XLE Passenger Tires

Ford's naOMI B3
Isaacs A5

JC Penney AS

P165/80R13, Was 56.96
P178/MR13, Was 60.96
P1S5MR13, Was 63.96
P185/75R14, Was 68.96
P195V75R14, Was 72.98
P206r75R14, Was 77.98
P205/75R15, Was 80.96
P215775R15, Was 83.96
P225/75R15, Was 88.96
P235/75R15, Was 92.96

KasualTeeaA3

Kelly's Fruit Market B7
Klnko's A6
Lexington Bartending
School AS
Madison Optical B5
Mar-Tan B3
McCoy's Laundry B5
Mother's Laundry B7
New Way Boot Shop B2
North American Vanllnes B8
NuWaveBS

Oceanfront Tan-In B2
Paco's B3
PC Systems AS

Pink Flamingo B2

Players. The AS
Regis B3
RlnconB3
Scholarship Research B2
Sera-Tec AS

A

Was 46.96
No. P155/80R13

> 70.000-mile
manufacturer's warranty
i Wide tread grooves for allseason traction; reliable grip
on war roads, extra biting edges |
on snow-packed surfaces
1
Designed to absorb road shock;
reduces road noise for a quiet,
more comfortable ride

Michelin XGT 4 Performance Tires
• 70.000-mile manufacturer's warranty
\f Profile is lower and wider for a flatter
toot print, this lateral stability improves
overall handling and steering
• Provides all-season traction

Soft Shoe B4

Subway B7
racosToo B5
Taylor's Sporting Goods B7
Tom's Pizza A5
Total Body Tanning B4
University Cinemas B2
VlsaA4
WalMart B8
WXD B3

46.96
54.96
56.96
61.96
63.96
66.96
71.96
74.96
79.96
83.96

Was 63.96
No. P17S/70R13

WAL'MART

TIRE & LUBE

■1

P18V70R14, Was 73.96
P185/70R14, Was 77.96
PltWORK Was 75.96
P206/79R14, Wat 80.96
P20S/7KT15, Was 82 96
P21Sr70R1S, Was 87.96

820 I istern By-Pass • Richmond.KY 40475
non - Sat. 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

^m

66.96
72.96
70,9)
70JI
74.96
KM

Hot • Fast • Accurate

Made From Scratch"'
Sausage & Egg Biscuit

990

HomeStyle Thick 1/4 lb:
Bacon Cheeseburger

1.49

PtmTiX

UM4
PLU

Haideej

2 Pcs. Chicken;
1 Biscuit & 2 Small Sides

Chicken Fillet
Sandwich

2.49

Plus Tax

Plus Tax
IM4

Iiimi 4

Haideej

Hardeer

laiui 4

Haideej

Www prailrt coupon patera. ordaA"g C*a> nol good n oornbnakon «4n any Mw c*tar» Oa
coupon par cuatamar par «w plaaaa Cuatorw rruai pa* aataa laa dua Catfmahai lOOolie
CHar goad Amg *auW oaataaat Nui tor a imtad ama * partc«aang HafdM#i«*»nr«

Ptaaaa praaant coupon baton ardanng C*tar not good r conernafcori ■*• an* <**■ <*ao Oa
coupon pa> cuatortor par *«« pwaia Cuatomar muat pa* MM in a* Caan Mfca i '00 ot te
(War good artar -gutar EnaUaM "an k» aimaad ama at partepaing Ha»daa a> raaa»xaraa

Ptaaaa praaar* coupon batora ordanrg CUtor not good rn corrvaiabon •>•" any ofar ntta*i Oa
awon par cuatamar par «a* pBjaaa Cuafcmai »ual pay UM lai dua Gaar" .aue I '00 <* ic
Oar good attar *ouiar Matfaat hour* tor a Mad tma at pa»*r*a«t^ Nartea a» ^aatauw*

•lrn lucks
tn£''ihli!h partr-.
Piaaaa t**m* coupcr oatora oroamg OV not good r jr-cow «» any otwr o»V* Oa
coupon par CuMO-or par vaM pMN Cua*wa"^-I pa> w u> 9J» C«r«a' '00 c* ie
OWar gooa attar >agm— Bn>a»*aai "OUT; tat a wnaao tr» * pararpaang Haro— * ■aaiaunm

©1994 HwdM t Food SyHtmt mc AM

©•994 rMdMlFcodSyMrrv nc Ml

©1994 Hart»t»Food5t«rm ire Ml

©1994 HMMlFoodSviMmt *c Ml

•Avrraar
prr nwfcrd avrlfthl

0"* eapan 42*9*

OH* taprw 42*94

0»* t»p»« 42*94

0** tanata 42494

HofFart

Made From Scratch"'
Bacon, Egg & Cheese
Biscuit

990

Plus Tax
limit I

Haideej
0»tar ev»M 4249*

Urn* 4

Haideer

©1994 HarcMesFood Syalems mc AU

990

2.49

8.99

I1u« T«
Una!

•InrhidV-.
rrjt/thlfth ptrrrs

Made From Scratch
Bacon, Egg & Cheese
Biscuit

Ofcreapm42494

PLU
'IlKludrs
NhSf «t-11k p»rtrs

Haideej

Ptaaaa oraaar* coupon tM*c>« ordarr<9 0»V "oi good r crrwur «r try a*m a*m\ Ow
coupon par cuMomar par van ptaaaa CuaW-w1 ~\* pa* MM UI oua Caan natut' '00 ft i f
Qriarcpoda*iar'agu»yt>ria>rlaairioun»yairm»otrnaaip^

©1994 HvOMt Food Smarm ine Ml

©1994 rtydM i Food SyW» it M3

Otat asprw 43*94

3 Pcs. Chicken;
1 Biscuit ft 2 Small Sides

2.99
Ptaaaa praaam coupon aatara endanng Otajr not good «
coupon, par cuB***»r par M* ptaaaa CuB»n» -*JBt pa
0P« good a** >«guar (**aMM noyr, tar a a-a»d ama i

©i»»4 H*o*es Food Sysfcsm* « Ml

C994 rtartoasFoodSrtiarrrs mc M)

0»V tapr»i 42494

8 Pcs. Chichf*n',
4 Biscuits & 2 Large Sides
■Mufciii F lilni * Call 1

8.99

Mil* TM
1«1W4

(in* ran
Ijnat 4

**iW ItllVrs
■ k pirt r*

Mm lmk-%
•tiilr/fUrk prrrs

Ptaaaa praaam coupon oatora ordarmg ONa* nor good n corrttnaao" a4n any (4%ar Otan Oa
coupon par cualomar par va* ptaaaa CuMor-av rruat pay tataa taa cfaa Ca* vama i '00 otic
OP— good -fcfe. ragutar Oraalaat "r«rt *> i »maad ar-< at paracpaarrj Haraw a* ^.—>-ari
Ota. upm 42494

nus r.t\
\mv 4

Plaaaa cnaaan coupon Mfant ordanng Ollai r«( good r corrfjnaPon «* an»or»c*W» Oa
coupon par cuaumar pa- M( (MM Cuawrw ~x* pay uM la. dua Caah <rllua 1 '00 one
OP* good allar ^guia> Pr—aaai *iojn ta a -Had ima at parttcaancj Ma-qaa < fa»irai

Flu. T.i.
Lam 4

Haideej

Phi* Tax
UnHl4

Haideej

.+:

©1994 HartNtFoodSffMrnlrcMI

990

PlmT.*A

Ml Plaaaa pnaaart coupor bafara ardaraig Clar not good m oorrajr—or tarf any olw otajn CM
EB coupon par cuaumar par Ml praaaa CuaMrrtar rr>ua pay vaat M dua C*jr> Mha 1 WX ol <C
good duwg rafub* Draatriaat houn tar a «»raarj trrm m carkccaangHanaatatraaiaurana,
Pg 0>ar
CMrgoMa^ng^autBrmai

1C

8 Pcs. Chicken;
4 Biscuits & 2 Large Sides

Plaaaa praaar* coupon batara ordarrg Oa"«* good
coupon par ouakvrw par <rw* pkana CoHomar "»* pat
0*a« good attar •agjar (maidaai hour* I* a tmflad ama

Hot • Fmst • Accurate
Made From Scratch
Sausage & Egg Biscuit

99C

2 Pcs. Chicken^
1 Biscuit ft 2 Small Sides

Haideej

Ptaaaa pamn coupon bato-a oroamcj Ota- not good
coupon par ojaiornar pa- «t ptaaaa Cuaajma- -uM p*»
Ow good dunng raouor praaHaat >Mur» tor a Imaad tna ■
©1994 ttaraa* i Food Svnems mc Ml

Regular Roast Beef
Sandwich

•4n any otw c*tan* Oa
dua Caanvarua' iXot'e
0H»'taDr«i42494

Ptaaaa praaar* coupon patera ordar-rg 0*a-"ot good rcoupon pa* Odajomar par ** paMaa Cuatar*. -^jai r*. aaata
Orta> goon afta- •aouw oraakta* noun tar a irtaad w» at
©'994 Mvow*(oodS«Ur>n^ mc Ml

0*»tfa|»m4?494

To Pieces.
W hether its our two piece mail for IUIKII or i
H pie\:e dinner for the family, I lardees fried
C hicken. Made From Scratch Biscuits and
delic ious side dishes.nx- .1 perfec 1 1 hoice when
comes to eerting IUIKII or dinner. We've ISM 11
all together at I lardees .
m

limiiul lime.

